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esearch is defined as a

discourse solely derived from its

systematic investigation

(western) theoretical underpinnings?

that aims to contribute to a

Perhaps there is no one answer to

body of knowledge. Practitioners

these questions, other than that

in the field of architecture typically

disciplines are structured by limits

apply that knowledge to the art and

and boundaries, which can be legal,

science of building. Therefore, how

discursive, spatial, material, or social.

does one conduct research within an

And in order for any field to emerge,

applied field such as architecture?

evolve, or disappear these limits must

This question often surfaced in the

be tested, prodded, and transgressed

debates, conversations, and critiques

through research.

about the Advanced Architectural

Rather than trying to synthesize

Research projects collected in this

across the discipline’s areas, as is

volume. Other questions included:

typically the goal of an architectural

should methods of research be

thesis, the research of this group

adopted from the sciences, or are

of AAR students tests the limits

models from the humanities and

of the field. Their aim is to operate

social sciences more pertinent? Or

strategically within a prescribed

as some in the field have vociferously

range of disciplinary parameters.

argued, is architecture its own

Each project focuses upon an idea,

unique discipline with an autonomous

condition, or method—sustainability,

What is
Architectural
Research?
Responses from
the Field

A

infrastructural urban voids, refugee
camps, optimization programs,
and algorithmic design—in order
to propose new ways of thinking
and working to a targeted enduse group. Their applied research
is not a singular endeavor, but its
evolution results from the students’
ongoing engagement with a range
of experts, faculty, advisors, lab
directors, offices, and their peers. The
content of this volume of Advanced
Architectural Research assembles
the informative outcomes of their
yearlong experiments.

Mabel O. Wilson
Director, Advanced Architectural
Research

s part of the year-long

legitimate methodologies and outputs

Advanced Architecture

is still very much up for debate. In

Research (AAR) program,

parallel with developing their own

students met weekly to share

individual projects, the AAR students

the progress of their work, and

conducted interviews with several

to participate in discussions and

prominent scholars and practitioners

a seminar series focused on the

regarding their methodologies

question: What is architectural

and philosophies of research.

research? After all, the term has

These interviews are interspersed

been applied to a wide range of

throughout the projects, and provide

projects and endeavors, inside the

a larger context for the innovative and

academy and out, from sociologically

diverse work of the studio.

and anthropologically motivated
investigations to experiments with

Irene Cheng.

computation to urban studies.

Instructor, Advanced Architectural

The question of what constitutes

Research Studio.
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Low-Energy Tectonics
and Design Ecologies
Marcos Garcia-Rojo
Adviser: Jeffrey Johnson

Still from the film Cocorico Monsieur Poulet (1977) directed by Jean Rouch, Editions Montparnasse, France.

This project proposes a set of interactive
tools (database, mixer and resource
manual) to make ecology an active factor
in the design process.

I

n the last decade, the use of

status-quo that has transformed

the word sustainability has

sustainability into nothing more

serves as a community-based

invaded all domains; it has been

than a “sustained” technocratic

platform for collective knowledge,

used alternately as a politic decoy

development. If we accept a

one that brings together different

to conceal less-than-altruistic

little dose of generalization,

agents in an interdisciplinary

intentions, as a tag to qualify the

sustainable architecture can

discourse of ecology. The

“goodness” of the architectural

be reduced to a caricature with

platform outlines a field of

form or as a marketing strategy.

two faces: one, a technophillic

operation intended to trigger real

However, the deeper impact of

monument to ecology and the

alternatives to the traditionally

sustainability on architecture

second, the pastoral praise of

technocratic notion of modern

remains in doubt. The Brundtland

passiveness. Both approaches

development.

Report (UN, 1987), the document

raise problems when dealing with

that first introduced the concept

contemporary concerns such as

on one basic principle: since

of sustainability in architecture

rapid urbanization, environmental

the architectural techniques

and that advocated a shift

inequalities or globalized urban

contained in the database each

in how architectural form is

sprawl. In this context, the project

respond to a particular climatic

created, has barely affected

looks for a new way to define

context, then, if they are analyzed

how architects proceed at a

sustainability in architectural

and classified according to

meaningful structural level.

terms, one that activates ecology

their essential components

This research project operates

as a valid and relevant component

and physical processes, they

at this existing disconnection

of the design process. To this

theoretically can be exported to

between architectural design and

end, a series of interactive tools

similar climatic conditions around

sustainable development—whose

(database, mixer and resource

the world to produce similar

result is a sort of induced

manual) are proposed.

results.
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Additionally, the final interface

The tools are designed based

FROM SUSTAINABILITY TO

“SUSTAINED DEVELOPMENT”
1970s OIL CRISIS
The first energy crisis of
the 20th century opened an
extended discussion on energy,
development, systems of
production and human habitat.

1987, BRUNDTLAND REPORT

Brundtland
Report
(WCED)

The institutional formulation of
sustainability meant, in practical
terms, the regulation of the use
of energy and carbon emissions
involved in the construction and
functioning of buildings.

THE PRESENT:
TECHNOCRATIC MONUMENTS
TO ECOLOGY VS. PRAISE OF
PASSIVITY
In the first instance, a building
designed with no concern for
ecology is later “plugged in” with
all the services needed to make
it energetically efficient. In the
second, passive techniques are
explored but with a disturbing
lack of urban density and largescale impact.
Low-Energy Tectonics and Design Ecologies / Marcos Garcia Rojo / 9

The Koppen-Geiger classification system
divides the world into a series of zones
based on common climatic conditions.

Köppen-Geiger World Map Climate Classification - Peel, M. C., Finlayson, B. L., and McMahon, T. A. (University of Melbourne)

It suggests that low-energy architectural
techniques can be exported along the
same climatic zone, creating new tectonic
“common markets.”
Low-Energy Tectonics and Design Ecologies / Marcos Garcia Rojo / 10

The forms and materials used will vary but
the environmental effect theoretically
should be retained.

EXAMPLES OF CITIES INCLUDED IN THE SAME CLIMATIC ZONE (Aw Tropical Savannah)
- Mumbai, India

- Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

- Kinshasha, DR Congo

- Barranquilla, Colombia

- Kaohsiung, Taiwan

- Havana, Cuba

- Manila, Philippines

- Darwin, Australia

- Bamako, Mali

- Bangkok, Thailand

- Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

- Accra, Ghana

- Guayaquil, Ecuador

- Panama City, Panama

- Honolulu, USA

Low-Energy Tectonics and Design Ecologies / Marcos Garcia Rojo / 11
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Nowadays, the relation between

core of a design. However, we

closer relation, offering an

architecture and environment is

can imagine an alternate relation

identifiable combination of

regulated by standards such as

between environment, use and

elements and physical processes

LEED that allow sustainability to

form—one in which form and

that produce a certain effect on a

function merely as an “add-on”

use follow climate. Most of the

given space. If a certain passive

to more or less traditional design

so-called “sustainable passive

solution is meant to be a precise

outcomes, without affecting the

techniques” already integrate this

response to local climatic
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Its operative essence will

tectonic market. The Koppen-

be exported within a zone of

be constant while its cultural

Geiger climatic classification

areas with similar conditions to

substratum changes according

offers one possible system:

produce similar effects. The form

to local conditions. In order to

the world divided according

and material will vary but the

identify the common zones where

to the combination of average

environmental effect theoretically

interchangeability is possible, we

temperatures and precipitation,

should be retained.

must establish a sort of common

seasonality and vegetation.
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Classification System: Essential Data and
Diagram of Physical Processes
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capilarity
bernouilli’s principle

LÆSØ HOUSES, DENMARK
The material used for the
thatched roofs is seaweed
impregnated with salt ,which
serves as insulation and
waterproofing for the interior of
Water Collection
Thermal Inertia

the house while storing a large
amount of rainfall.
CITE MANIFESTE, MULHOUSE
These 14 single-family houses
are considerably larger than
standard houses and use
industrialized greenhouses,
with their automated climate-

Greenhouse Effect
Cross Ventilation

control devices, to enable passive
solutions for bioclimatic comfort.

ARAB CISTERN, CACERES
Cisterns are waterproof
receptacles for holding
water, often in the form of
rainwater. Although cisterns are
characterized by their waterproof
Water Collection
Filtration and Capillarity

linings, the one in Caceres works
by filtration and capillarity.

SILVER HUT, TOKYO
The Silver Hut explores the use
of industrial methods and passive
systems—mainly related to the
ventilation and cooling of the
Greenhouse Effect

building.

Cross Ventilation
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HOW THE INTERFACE WORKS:
Once classified, the environmental
techniques are organized into a
database accessed through an
interactive web page. First, the

1. Select
Climatic Zone

user defines the climatic zone
under study. Since the techniques
are organized according to
Koppen-Geiger zones, the
selection of one area results in
the display of all the techniques
in equivalent climatic conditions.
Second, the user selects other
criteria (mode of assemblage,

2. Define
Criteria

materiality, organization, etc.)
to narrow the possible entries,
and the results are displayed in
the browser. At the same time,
projects developed with the same
ingredients appear in the project
gallery: these are examples
designed by others according
to the same criteria. Finally, the

3. Select
Output

website produces an overlay of
diagrams, a combined image or
a list of resources to serve as
a triggering device to generate
a new design that will become
part of the gallery. The interface
creates a continuous feedback
loop as the selected criteria

4. Deliver
Design Trigger

define recipes used to produce
new designs that ultimately will
become part of the database.
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www.ecotinker.com
www.eco-tectologics.com
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Three Modes of Using the Interface
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DATABASE

TECHNIQUES HYBRIDIZER

EXQUISITE CORPSE

The techniques included in the

The diagrams represent the

A photographic mash-up is

database can be consulted

physical processes involved in the

provided to trigger unexpected

separately or as part of a new

techniques. When a user selects

associations, allowing for creative

design ‘recipe’. The information

criteria, the corresponding

distortions and purposely induced

provided includes a diagram of

diagrams are overlayed to

misunderstandings. The result

the physical process involved, a

produce an illustration intended

is not a prescriptive image but

description of the technique itself

to inspire new combinations and

an ambiguous description of the

and a detail of available resources.

simultaneous performances.

potentials of the association.
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USING THE INTERFACE:
The superposition of techniques
aims to unveil potential
opportunities for experimental
and innovative evolutions of
the original techniques. The
techniques are reduced to a set
of ingredients and processes
combined to achieve a certain
environmental effect. The
diagrams represent those
effects rather than the original
form of any of the techniques;
at the same time, the original
ingredients are always graphically
visible in the left bar (criteria
panel) and allow the user to trace
combined parts back to their
origins in the database (left page,
lower image).

In this sense, the interface
allows for many different uses,
depending on the interests of
various users: as a pure database
to facilitate rigorous academic
work, as a tectonic “mixer” for
those interested in the innovative
potential of certain configurations
or as a community network and
collective knowledge platform.
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+
The website delivers a compound diagram that offers multiple interpretations and possibilities. The diagram is combined by the
designer with his or her particular understanding of the site, program, and other criteria to produce a new design.

MORIABOUGOU HOUSES:
This is one of the possible
applications of a ‘recipe’.
It combines the criteria
Manufactures Materials +
Jointing Assemblage + Ventilation
& Cooling Systems. The diagrams
and the list of ingredients
and resources are applied to
Moriabougou, in the outskirts of
Bamako, Mali.
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The existing houses serve as
anchor points for the construction
of a series of courtyards that
function as structure, ventilation
system and water collector. A
traditional component of Western
African architecture, such as the
courtyard, is reformulated as an
operational device for achieving
both density and comfort.

Axonometric view of the resulting hybrids. It includes existing houses, courtyards and new additions at the cores of each cluster.
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Diagram showing the modes of using the interface as well as the resulting combinations according to different objectives and goals.

The challenges and goals of the

The whole research project

The interface is at a prototype

project are multiple: On one hand,

tries to unveil and critically

level, ready to be launched and

it tries to lay out a critique of the

activate this hidden value. At the

tested online.

contemporary understanding of

same time, it also explores several

both sustainability and ecology.

alternate design methodologies,

Nowadays, these have become

playing with the forms of rules

overused trendy terms with little

manuals, DIY instructions, and

impact on the actual environment.

the kit of parts.

On the other, it serves as a

The final product is a sort of

basis for the development of

‘exquisite corpse’ with multiple

new approaches to certain

facets and points of view that

dismissed yet valuable sources for

questions many assumptions

contemporary practice, low-energy

about the polite practice of

tectonics that have a relevance

architecture as well as the role of

beyond their actual form.

designers as ecological agents.
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Exquisite Corpse (1938)
Breton, Lamba, Tanguy

Detail of possible resources for the development/testing of both project and database.

The next phase of the project is to expand the urban-scale potentials of the hybridization system.
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What Is Architectural Research?

Srdjan Jovanovic Weiss
Assistant Professor, Temple
University, Tyler_Architecture
Founder, Normal Architecture
Office (NAO)
Interviewed by
Marcos Garcia-Rojo

Handball Stadium - Center for Recreation and New Media, Novi Sad

In some disciplines such as the

different fields. This is very important,

sciences, research methodologies are

especially given the range that

well defined. Do you think that adopting

architectural work can cover—people

a scientifc approach to research

working with technology, developing

makes sense for architecture?

new materials or studying human
rights. Because if we think that one

SJW: The most important thing that

single approach would give us good

the scientific method brings in is the

general standards we would be either

issue of realism. If architects can deal

simplifying the approach too much or

with the goodness of something, it

being reductive with the results.

depends on having or not a measure
to compare with. There is nothing in

How would you describe your processs

science—even the most fantastic

of research?

discoveries or propositions—that does

26

not bring along a measuring system.

SJW: I try to connect some territorial

So if we apply scientific norms or

knowledge practiced by different

approaches to our work as architects,

agents—mainly architects, artists,

then we also need to accept a

and common people—to some form

certain mode of measure in any of

of geometry, which is something that

its bifurcations: impersonal or social

we can do now with contemporary

measure. But it is necessary to bear in

technology. The notion of “ideal

mind that not just because we apply a

geometry” has not yet fulfilled its

scientific method will we get an answer

hopes; our agendas to make life a

to everything.

little bit better are still unsatisfied.

Another important aspect about

You could say that our research, our

scientific measure is that it allows

distinctions, will help us to make the

us to remain a little bit aside of the

space for us a little better.

humanities and lets us assess work in

I am also very interested in the concept

of balkanization, which comes from

What do you think are the most

SJW: It depends on your approach to

my former research about the term.

interesting and promising areas of

the question. If it is ideological, Negri

Balkanization generally has a negative

architectural research today?

already advocated for the separation

meaning as it implies separation,

of the different discourses. However,

fragmentation and breaking apart.

SJW: I am very interested in the

I have colleagues who still think that

However, when applied to fields like

rise of emerging democracies due

architecture has to be the center of

software development, it has a positive

to their political condition and their

everything, as was the case in the

connotation as it reflects different

immediate thirst for design; we call

modern movement, especially after

approaches and ways of doing things.

it design democracy. Democracy

the second World War.

In this sense, it reflects very well our

is claimed to be theoretically

differences. I think it is fair to start

irreversible; its rise allows other

side project, being direct is the main

research from where you are from;

forces to come in and, when that

one. If anybody can do models now

in my case, the source is the former

happens, other things are possible:

with Google Sketchup, the exclusivity

Yugoslavia where balkanization

culture, film, but also design.

of architecture needs to be different

produced eight different countries,

The most challenging condition in

For me, being interdisciplinary is a

from model making. Directness

eight different political systems, eight

these emerging democracies is the

implies being clear, getting the right

different cultures and languages, and,

contradiction between the fact that

agents, talking to both NGO’s and

of course, eight, if not more, design

everybody can participate and the

governments. There should not be

approaches. We are all doing this at an

sudden violence that arises when

any ideology that tell us not to talk to

academic level but it is not recognized

somebody needs to pull the plug and

anybody—and I do not mean talking

as such because you are asked to be

make decisions. For me, this is a field

to criminals or the like.

super specific in order to be different

of research of which we do not know

from the others, otherwise you will be

enough.

called arbitrary.
What is the relationship between

Anything that we do—whether
futuristic, realistic, utopian, or
dystopian—we do it using the

How do you address or incorporate

scientific analogy, it should be pure

new technologies in your research?

speculation, as there is speculation

your research and your architectural

in science too. The belief that there

practice? Are the two separable?

SJW: I am from a generation that

is human life on other planets is

How does your research shape your

grew up with the first ZX81 and

completely speculative but has

architectural agenda?

Commodores. Every year at school,

a scientific background. For us,

there was a new model of computer.

speculation is to think whether there

SJW: I think that it is healthy when

In this sense, for me, there is a fake

could be youth centers in Iraq or

both are separable. For me, they are

opposition between the digital and

media centers in Ghana. Not just

two operations going in parallel: on

analogical. The way I work and would

to think of the basic needs of our

one hand a design operation, and

love to work is to avoid distinction

time, which are necessary and have

on the other an operation which is

between the two; at the office, we

to be taken into account, but the

more network based—it is called the

try not to say: this is better because

quality of shifts that can be found in

School of Missing Studies—which

it uses this or that. It is not about

this speculative approach. It is not

is a cooperation between artists,

geometries of connection but

speculation about ideal societies

architects, and common people to

geometries of disconnection; the

anymore—it is about the potential

produce knowledge, research. Of

relation between the parts does not

realities as being measured.

course, they eventually connect but

depend on technology.

I think it is much more interesting to
understand where they disconnect.

Do you think of yourself as doing

Since the brief in research is not the

purely architectural research (similar

same as the brief in design, I like to

to a scientist working in a lab) or

balkanize both in a way where I do not

do you conceive of research as a

control the forces of connection but

multidisciplinary practice? If so, what

just those of disconnection; then some

is the specific role of the architect in

magic can happen... or not!

relation to the other disciplines?
Villa 62 - Ordos 100 Project, Rep. of China
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Camps as Cities
		

Shaikha Al-Mubaraki
Advisers: Mabel Wilson and Yehuda Safran

Camps tend to rapidly evolve into unique
permanent urban entities. The process
that leads from infant camps to quasimature urban agglomerations has been
insufficiently documented.

I

n 1982, the United Nations

been insufficiently documented,

no longer local and isolated

High Commission for

especially within the field of

phenomena, but have become

Refugees (UNHCR) produced

architecture. Because each

nodes in international trade

a planning document outlining

camp develops highly specific

networks and, more often than

the formal guidelines for

urban dynamics, a close analysis

not, evolve into permanent

the establishment of camps.

and historical examination are

human settlements embedded

The document bore striking

warranted. In theorizing the camp

in the global flow of goods and

similarities with concurrent

as a new form of extraterritorial

services. The common perception

planning manuals, indicative of a

urbanism—as a distinctly

of refugee camps is that of

certain technocratic moment in

contemporary city under the

temporary settlements. Yet, on

planning. However, while urban

auspices of international

average people spend 17 years

strategies evolved rapidly, the

peacekeeping rather than

in the camps. (UNHCR 2009)

UNHCR manual has not changed

national governance—this study

This statistic alone suggests that

to this day. Polemically stated, the

offers not only a descriptive

refugee camps are in fact nuclei

camp is one of the last lingering

history of the camp but, through

of future cities and therefore

vestiges of the modernist belief

documentation of specific camp/

should be studied as permanent

in total and uniform planning, a

cities, begins to generate a

entities. To understand the

purely technocratic urbanism

framework for understanding the

evolution of refugee camps

reenacted every time a refugee

complex entities that result from

requires an examination of

crisis occurs.

the transition of temporary tent

the social forces that underlie

settlements to permanent cities.

each camp city’s evolution. In

Refugee camps tend to rapidly
evolve into unique permanent

Today there are approximately

other words, the analysis of

urban entities. The process that

36 million refugees worldwide

shared traits of evolving refugee

leads from infant camps to quasi-

and about 1000 camps scattered

camps must be supplemented

mature urban agglomerations has

over 60 nations. Camps are

by an analysis of the social and
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Palestinian refugees leaving their homeland and moving into Amman New Refugee camp in Jordan, 1949-2011

cultural forces that shape each

environmental character. To gain

national identification of the

particular camp. If we accept

an existential foothold man has

camp’s occupants: As Giorgio

that cities are constructed

to be able to orientate himself;

Agamben has argued, “Reflection

collective imaginaries, then the

he has to know where he is.” In

is needed about the paradoxical

shared experiences of repression,

refugee camps we see living

status of the detainment camp

displacement, and other forms

proof that people will employ

in its quality as an exceptional

of coercion necessarily pervade

their imaginations to manifest

space. It is part of a territory

the identity of these emerging

their needs. At the same time,

which stands outside the

cities. Yet, as these camps evolve,

the common history of refugee

normal rule of law but which is

their inhabitants also begin to

camps as temporary mechanisms

therefore an external space.”

collect positive associations

to provide immediate relief and

Agamben further observes, “The

with their new home. Markets,

the most basic services is, in

state of exception, which used

infrastructure, street names,

many ways, very efficient given

to be essentially a temporary

neighborhoods with a specific

the constraints imposed by the

suspension of the order,

character, shops, playgrounds,

humanitarian crises at hand.

becomes now a new and stable

churches, and mosques appear,

Predictably the UNHCR finds

spatial arrangement inhabited by

subtly transforming the camp into

itself in a dilemma: On the one

that naked life that increasingly

a place to live, with an identity

hand it has to respond rapidly in

cannot be inscribed into the

constructed in the image of the

order to avert the most egregious

order.” Because the legal status

population.

humanitarian crises. On the other

of refugees is often complex,

hand, the very success of rapid

their identities will be augmented

1976 essay “The Phenomenon of

intervention turns into a liability as

by this experience.

Place” argues, “when man dwells,

the camps become permanent.

Christian Norberg-Schulz, in his

he is simultaneously located in

Complicating the situation

space and exposed to a certain

further is the legal status and
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United Nations Planned Camps
The UN refugee agency emerged

guidelines by which UN refugee

refugee camp starts with the tent

in the wake of World War II to

camps are set up and run was

as the smallest basic unit which

help Europeans displaced by that

originally compiled in 1982,

is then organized in clusters

conflict. They created camps to

with a grand total of 16 pages

(16 tents), blocks (16 clusters),

house these refugees. The current

dedicated to planning methods.

camp sectors (4 blocks) and the

publication that contains the

“The standardized plan for a

complete camp (4 sectors) that

(1)

Per Person

m2 35
1
population
m2

6 - 7.5 m2
3.5 m2

(2)

Tent

m2 210
6
population
1
tents
1
Sanitation
m2

(3)

Cluster

m2 3,360
96
population
16
tents
16
Sanitation
2
Disposal
1
Water Tab
m2

Water Tab

Disposal
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ROADS
PATHS
FIREBREAKS

SHELTER PLOT
EDUCATION
SANITARY
SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION
WATER STORAGE
WATER TABS
MARKETS
STORAGE

houses 20,000 refugees in its

traffic access the larger camp

prototypical structures and plans

‘ideal case. Each organization

sectors.” In terms of urban design

that the UN is currently providing

unit has specific facilities, e.g. 16

these camps often fail: daily tasks

are of such basic materiality that

latrines per block, or one school

like fetching water or collecting

people soon modify these camps

per sector. Smaller tracks and

firewood are needlessly long and

in accordance with their own

non-motorized lanes separate

no clear center is provided for

cultural needs.

clusters and blocks from each

communal activities. The generic,

other, while roads for motorized

neutral, unsatisfactory and

(4)

Block

m2 53.760
1,536
population
256
tents
256
Sanitation
32
Disposal
16
Water Tab
m2

(5)

Sector

m2 215,040
6,144
population
1,024
tents
1,024
Sanitation
128
Disposal
64
Water Tab
1
Schools
m2

School

(6)

Camp

m2 860,160
24,576
population
4,096
tents
4,096
Sanitation
512
Disposal
256
Water Tab
4
Schools
1
Hospital
1
Administration
4
Distribution
1
Market
m2

Admin.

Hospital

Market

Distribution
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Camps as Urban Space
The UNHCR planning strategies

culture of the affected population,

neighborhoods of differing

are based on technocratic

and are demonstrably adapted by

socioeconomic status emerge,

considerations that only

their inhabitants to reflect their

criminal patterns and economic

address a strictly limited range

needs.

activity take root, and segregation

As the camp evolves from

of the issues endemic to a

along ethnic or religious lines

contemporary humanitarian

its generic, modernist grid to a

appears as people settle in over

crisis. Camps set up irrespective

more complex entity, the social

time. As a consequence, the

of territory, climate, history, and

fabric evolves concurrently:

original rectilinear plots disappear

Appropriation of UN’s Technocratic Planning System

2003

2010

2003

2010

Images of Camp Toloum and Badre in Chad. The images illustrate how the inhabitants of the camps appropriated and transformed the UN
planning grid over time.

The two oldest camps under UN control are a 44-year-old camp in Sudan and a 52-year-old camp in Jordan.
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and more complex patterns

like ethnicity, climate, culture,

gravity deflect existing camp

emerge. After a relatively short

and context. The architecture of

infrastructure, and pathways cut

period of time, the articulation

the individual buildings changes

across planned transportation

of each refugee camp differs

also, as the fabric of the original

routes.

significantly from the original

tents is replaced with increasingly

grid and from other camps, being

permanent materials over time.

heavily influenced by factors

Urban foci emerge, centers of

Desert Camps Context
Desert Camps Context

Urban Camps Context
Urban Camps Context

Network
of
Desert Camps
Context
Network of
Local Villages

Urban Camps Context

Local Villages

Income
Income
Local
Political Support
Local Political
Support
Existing infrastructure
Existing infrastructure
Media
Media
Entertainment
Entertainment
Real Estate Value
Real Estate Value
Cheap Labor
Cheap Labor
Craft Skills
Craft Skills

CampCamp
Farchana
Farchana

Scarcity
of Water
Scarcity
of Water
No Infrastructure
No Infrastructure
Little Local Government Support
Little Local Government Support
Hostile Surroundings
Hostile Surroundings
Isolation
Isolation
Slow Development
Slow Development
Little Job Opportunities
Little Job Opportunities

Network of
Local Villages

Marka Marka
Camp Camp

City of
Aman

City of
Aman

50 year later
50 year later
2% still live in Camps
2% still live in Camps Cheap Labor
Cheap Labor
Potential Crime
Potential
Crime
Cheap Housing
for
Cheap Housing for
imigrant workers
imigrant workers

Camps located in the desert evolve much slower then camps adjacent to a city.

Camp Dadab in Kenya

Camp Shatila in Lebanon
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Camp Farchana, Chad
Refugees’ Homeland: Darfur,

conflict in the neighboring Darfur

preferences. Camp Farchana

Sudan

region of Sudan. In Camp Farchana

is populated with people from

Location and Country of

we clearly see how refugees rebuilt

diverse ethnic backgrounds.

Asylum: Camp Farchana, Chad

according to their ancient patterns

Those who have long been divided

Dates: 2003-Present

of living, slowly transforming the

by colonial borders and wars,

UN’s imposed pattern into an

now coexist within Farchana’s

organic new entity that better

walls , albeit in segregated

accords with their cultural

neighborhoods.

The occupants of Camp
Farchana are refugees from the

Population Growth of the Inhabitants of Farchana Over Time

2003

2010

Images of Camp Farchana, Chad
1 Poor neighborhoods in the

areas where people of different

camp that only have the basic

ethnic backgrounds mix.

minimum aid (food, health care,

‘voluntary community workers’—

are or have been block ‘leaders’

water, firewood, shelter).

refugees who get jobs form the

rivalling the ‘elders’.

2 Central spaces such

UNHCR—represent the dominant

as the market are the main

social group. They make enough

1

2
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3

3.4 The

money to construct more durable
living spaces. Some of them

4

Camp Farchana: Growth Over Time of Camp Population
2003

2006

2004

F

F

F

UN

UN

Z

UN

Z
UN

M

F

F

Z
UN

Z

UN

Z

UN

Z

UN

Z

Z

UN

F

UN

UN

M

M

UN

Z
F

UN

F

F

Z

F

F

UN

F

F

Z

M

Z
UN

F

UN

Z

Z

2010

M
B
B

M

M

Current Condition of Ethnic Segregation in Camp Farchana
Janjaweed

C

C

J

J
J

Baggara

C

B

F
J

Fur, Masalit
and Zagawa

C

UN

Z

Z

C

F

F
Z

Chad
Refugees

UN

Z

C

F

M

F

F

Z

UN

UN

M
C

B

J
B

UN

M

UN

J

camps: these include the resale of

5.6 Spiky plants are used,

pastoralists and the African

around the limits of the blocks

settled farmers.

to divide the ‘neighbourhoods’

inside the camps is illegal;

in market stalls, goat-keeping on

of different ethnic groups. The

however, less recognized

the edges of the camps and small

main two ethnic groups in Camp

businesses nonetheless exist and

handcrafts.

Farchana are the Arab nomadic

are visible throughout the

5

6

7.8 Working

7

food rations, buying and selling

8
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UN Planning Appropriated by the Inhabitants of Farchana
Camp Farchama Layout Structure
Grid Layout

Clusters

Blocks

Appropriation

UNHCR Facilities at Camp Farchana
m2 xxxxxxxxx
20,000+
population
xxxxxxxx
tents
xxxxxxxx
Sanitation
xxxxxxxxx
Disposal
12
Water Tab
3
Schools
1
Hospital
xxxxxxx
Administration
3
Distribution
1
Market

Poor neighborhoods in the camp that only have
the basic minimum aid (food, health care, water,
firewood, shelter)

m2

Zagawa tribes are predominantly
pastoralists and traders

Fur

Zagawa
Well Off

The ‘voluntary community workers’refugees who get jobs form the
UNHCR represent dominant social
group. This group is less significant in
volume (they comprise under 2
percent of the camp population). Their
position of propinquity to the representatives of the UN and humanitarian
organizations gives the ‘community
workers’ prestige and power in the
internal relationships at the camp.
Indeed, some of them are or have
been block ‘leaders’ rivalling the
‘elders’. These individuals live in the
richer neighborhoods in the camp.

Masalit
spiky plants, around the limits of the
blocks is often seen as a line divide the
‘neighbourhoods’ of different ethnic
groups.

Baggara

Masalit

Non-Arab tribes in Darfur are largely
settled farmers (who own livestock)
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Those who belong to minorities within the camps create multiple
enclosures of space which express many behaviors of fear, rejection,
withdrawal and self defence.

Darfur Village Social Structure
Family Structure Layout

Wife Garden (Jobraka) for farming vegetables like sokra and
cucmbers
Barn (Zariba) for animals
Shaikh (tribe chief) is central
authority figure and located in
center of village.
Animal Gate
Hut for the son
Husband and Wife hut
Hut for the daughter

Layout of Farawiya Village in Darfur. Refugees bring these structures to the
camps.

Farawiya Village in Darfur

Camp Farchana, Chad.
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Colonial Divisions of Africa

Africa

Colonial Africa

Pre-colonial Africa possessed

The Scramble for Africa was

Post-Colonial
Africa

perhaps as many as 10,000

a process of invasion, attack,

Today, Africa contains 54

different states and polities

occupation, and annexation of

sovereign countries, most of

characterized by different sorts of

African territory by European

which still have the borders

political organization and rule.

powers between 1881 and

drawn during the era of European

1914. Africa was divided into

colonialism. Since the end of

parts and distributed between

colonialism, African states have

European powers.

frequently been hampered by
instability, corruption, violence,
and authoritarianism.

Sudan
Demographics

SA

RABIA
IA
UD

EGYPT

LIBYA

Nukheila

Capital: Khartoum

Independence: 1 January 1956

Ethnic Groups: Black 52%,

Conflicts:

Arabs 39%, Beja 6%, foreigners

El‘Atrun

CHAD
NORTHERN
DARFUR

Al Fasher

El Geneina

WESTERN
DARFUR

First Sudanese Civil War of

ERITREA

Miski

Camp
Farchana

SUDAN

Nyala
Ed Da ein
Tullus
Buram

SOUTHERN DARFUR
Radom

2%, other 1%

1955-1972

Population: 43,939,598

Second Sudanese Civil War

Language: Arabic, English

1983-2003

Religion: Sunni Islam 70%,

Chad-Sudan conflict 2005–2007

Animist 25%, Christianity 1%

Darfur Conflict 2003-
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ETHIOPIA

CENTRAL
AFRICAN
REPUBLIC

DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF
THE CONGO

0
0

100

200
100

300 km
200 mi

UGANDA
KENYA
Department of Peacekeeping Operations
Cartographic Section

Darfur Region
$

J

Northern Darfur
Northern Darfur is mainly
covered by the Libyan Desert.
It is occupied by the nomadic

$

Arabic Janjaweed people, who

Nukheila

traditionally are traders and

$

camel herders.

El‘Atrun

B

Western Darfur
Western Darfur is the most fertile
land in Darfur. It is covered with
the lush Jabel-mountain Marra. It
is occupied by the peasant, non-

Miski

Arab, Fur, Masalit, and Zagawa

$

people. These groups of people

Al Fasher

are landowners who make their

$
$ land.
living by farming the
M

Z

El Geneina

F

Nyala

Southern Darfur
Southern Darfur is a semi-fertile
land occupied by Arab and non-

Tullus

Ed Daein

Buram

Arab Baggara people. The Baggara are semi-nomadic: they travel

Radom

six months of the year and then
settle in villages for the remaining
six months. They are mainly farmers and cattle owners.
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Darfur Conflict

Reasons for the Civil War in Darfur 1987

Nukheila

NORTHERN
DARFUR

El‘Atrun

1. Post Colonial
Sudan (1955)
A deep cause for the civil war

They gave smaller homelands to

was the way in which Great

semi-nomadic Baggara people

Britain reorganized land in Darfur

and located them in southern

into homelands. The colonial

Darfur, and gave no homelands

power gave peasant tribes large

to the Arab nomadic tribes and

homelands in the lush mountains

located them in the desert of

of western Darfur.

Northern Darfur.

Miski

Al Fasher

El Geneina
WESTERN
DARFUR

Nyala
Ed Da ein
Tullus
Buram
Radom

SOUTHERN
DARFUR

2. Northern
Darfur Desertification
(1950 - 1990)
A second reason for the civil war
was the movement of the desert
100 kilometers to the south in

El Geneina

the last 40 years. This pushed the
nomads to the south.

Al Fasher

Nyala

3. Chadian Civil War
(1965 - 1990)
The third factor in the civil war
in Sudan was the civil war taking
place in Chad in the late 1980s.
‘85-89

North

One side of the Chadian war was
supported by the United States,
France and Israel, and the other
side was supported by the Soviet
Union and Libya. These foreign
powers effectively militarized and

Chadian Civil War
1965 - 1990

abundance of arms in Darfur.
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Al Fasher

Nyala

armed the population, leading to
the widespread availability and

El Geneina

South

War and Camps
The long lasting civil war along with the insurgency and counter-insurgency that occurred in 2003
displaced over a million people internally within Sudan, as well as into neighboring Chad. Currently there are
sixteen refugee camps in Eastern Chad housing more than 237,900 Darfurian refugees. These camps host
all the different ethnic groups of Darfur.

Camp
Farchana

Chad

Darfur

Conflict
Zone
Conflict
Zone
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Mapping Current Conditions in Chad
The Sudan/Chad border, on the

a city. Currently, the density

interaction and intervention.

Chad side, has become populated

of inhabitants in these camps

Different ethnic groups that

with Northern, Western, and

has increased the population

have long been divided by

Southern Darfurians who

of Chad up to four percent.

colonial borders and wars now

have been in conflict since the

This statistic alone suggests

coexist in the confinement of the

independence of Sudan from

that these camps have the

camps’ borders. Thus what new

England in 1956. Within the camp

potential to become a new type

possibilities of multi-ethnic spatial

these conflicting groups interact,

of urban condition. The borders

relationships can we imagine?

negotiate, and appropriate

of the camps often overlap,

the camp, transforming it into

creating new opportunities for

CHAD

DARFUR

Zakhawa
People
IDP
Zones

Tama
People

IDP
Density
IDP
Zones

Conflict
Zone

faz

Massalites
People

IDP
Density

IDP
Density

IDP
Density
IDP
Zones

Massalites and
Far People

Internally Displaced People in Sudan
Internally Displaced People in Chad
Refugee Camps in Chad
Town
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IDP
Density

Conflict
Zone

IDP
Density

Mapping Future Cities in Chad
Can we reimagine the urbanism

unique opportunity to learn how

preferences incorporated into the

of camps as opportunities

people—under often extremely

fabric of the new urban growth.

for re uniting groups divided

hostile conditions—co-exist,

No other phenomenon allows for

by war? Can they become a

reincorporate, and manifest their

a similarly clear and accessible

self-sustainable communities

needs on a new site. Materials

analysis of the dynamics of the

that serve as a role model

are imaginatively re-appropriated,

emergence of urban spaces and

for larger nations in dispute?

gridded layouts adapted

borders.

Refugee camps provide a

and consolidated, and social

CHAD

Conflict
Zone

DARFUR

Conflict
Zone
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What Is Architectural Research?

Tobias Armborst
Principal, Interboro Partners
Interviewed by Nicolas Stutzin

However Unspectacular, Interboro Partners,
study of Detroit and its shrinkage , 2005.

In some disciplines such as the

that’s how you might encounter

sciences, research methodologies are

something. Chance encounter is very

well defined. How would you describe

important for our work. We attempt

your process of research?

to suspend judgment and gather
information with as few preconceived

TA: It depends on what kind of

ideas as possible.

research you do; research in
architecture can be done in different

What is the relationship between

ways. For instance, material research

your research and your architectural

is very scientific in its methodology.

practice? Are the two separable?

But in our practice, we primarily look at
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the way cities work right now, and how

TA: We haven’t really separated

people use cities; we are fascinated

research and practice; they are

with what people do with their

very much related in our work. But

environment. That is what surprises

depending on the projects, this

us and serves as raw material for our

relationship comes in different

projects. In that sense, our research

ways. For instance, in 2004-2005

is more aligned with the research

we did a research project on New

a journalist would do—there isn’t a

Suburbanism and Shrinking Cities that

scientific method to it. It’s really like

looked at Detroit, in which we became

how someone writing for The New

ghostwriters of certain practices

Yorker would start researching a topic;

that were already happening. We did

we try to figure out who the players

not have a particular agenda about

are regarding a specific issue, so we

the project; we spent a lot of time in

do a do a lot of interviews, and when

Detroit, moving around and talking to

we are dealing with specific sites, we

people about their experiences, and we

just hang out at those places, because

were able to discover lots of problems.

But we also got to know how new living

a particular city. When we worked

as possible from constituents—we

practices were emerging. We became

in Detroit, we had access to County

talk to local people and we try to

fascinated with how people started

databases and most of our research

get them involved. While working

to buy land next to their house, so we

involved comparing that information

on our PS1 project, we spent a fair

documented the phenomenon and the

to what we could see driving

amount of time talking to a number

description of it became the project

around, thanks to Google Earth;

of people that live in Long Island City.

itself. We try not to separate research

that was the way we could start to

We believe that there is a lot of local

and practice—in fact, we think there is

compare how people actually used

knowledge that can help you discover

a danger in separating them too much.

the land as opposed to how they

certain issues that you might not

This is common practice in school

were supposed to use it legally, for

find by looking at the site or at the

projects; people do a lot of research

instance. It was a combination of

literature on the city; it is somehow

and get to a point when they ask

information technology and empirical

embedded in the place, and neighbors

themselves, what am I going to do with

knowledge. This process is very

are the real experts on that. The same

this? How do you make an architectural

much like detective work—looking

happened in Detroit, where the only

parti out of this? I don’t think it has to

for information, gathering clues. That

way to understand the problems of

be like that—there does not have to be

could be a very interesting way of

the appropriation of land and the legal

a strong break. In some cases, a lot of

understanding architectural research.

loopholes was to talk to the people

the project is actually the research or

There is a lot of available data out

involved. In this way, our research

the way of showing it, but this is not

there that people do not use much;

methodology is about collaboration.

how architecture normally deals with

there is great potential for using it in

If The New Yorker gives you a topic

the issue.

architectural research, and not only

to write about and you know nothing

for the usual tasks of planners and

about it, how do you start working on

city authorities.

it? You start by talking to the experts,

What do you think are the most
interesting and promising areas of
architectural research today?

you gather and consult available data,
Do you conceive of research as a

and you put it all together.

multidisciplinary practice? If so, what
TA: I would argue that dealing with

is the specific role of the architect in

the city and the practices of people

relation to the other disciplines?

is a huge and very interesting area
for architects to get involved in. In

TA: I think that multidisciplinarity is

general, architects do not talk enough

inherent to architectural practice. It’s

about these issues in the outside

part of our education to know how to

world; it’s something you deal with

talk to different people, to clients or

while you are in school, but people

engineers, and also to talk in different

don’t deal much with the sociological

languages. Architects are able to

aspects of architecture in the

communicate and coordinate—

professional world. There is a lot of

maybe that is our role. Our Arsenal

potential for integrating this into our

of Inclusion/Exclusion project is

work.

an example of a multidisciplinary
collaboration; it involves architects,

How do you relate to new

planners, policy-makers, developers,

technologies in your research?

real estate brokers, community
activists, and individuals in a

TA: Geographic information system

discussion about strategies of how to

technologies that are normally

open and close the city. Its purpose

used by planners, urban databases,

is to give people an understanding

and especially Google Earth are

of the ways in which the Open City

incredible tools for us. These give

is made and unmade in America, so

us the possibility to look at cities

the problem had to be tackled from

from many different perspectives

different points of view. Also, we

and to speculate on the problems of

normally try to get as much input
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What Is Architectural Research?

Adam Yarinsky
Principal, ARO - Architecture
Research Office
Interviewed by Nicolas Stutzin

New Urban Ground, Architecture Research Office and dlandstudio,
Rising Currents: Projects for New York’s Waterfront, MoMA, 2010.

In some disciplines such as the
sciences, research methodologies are
well defined. How would you describe
your process of research?
AY: We try not to be driven by an a
priori sense of what is the ‘right way’ to
approach a problem. We do not always
start with the same strategy or setup.
Instead, we let the physical and social
context—the conditions surrounding
a project—inform the process so that
the situation we are studying suggests
the most appropriate way to engage
it. A lot of the recent research we
have done has been about program
organization, and relationships
between programs; it has been driven
by the kinds of projects that we have
been doing, which includes work
for cultural, higher education and
corporate clients who are experiencing
change or growth.
What is the relationship between
your research and your architectural
practice? Are the two separable?
How does your research shape your
architectural agenda?
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AY: We understand the relationship
between research and practice in two
ways. On one hand, there is research
as a philosophical approach to design,
which does not start with an a priori
conceptual, formal, or technological
basis but actually seeks to gather
information and understanding from
the context of the project. This is the
guiding principle behind our practice
(and firm name). On the other hand,
there is the type of research directed
toward specific goals on particular
projects, whether it is concerned with
practical issues related to a specific
material (like a glass-supported stair
we did in collaboration with a structural
engineer) or simply working as part of
a research team, which involves the
question of how an architect engages
in a particular design process: how he
analyzes and synthesizes information
and begins to propose strategies out
of that.
Even though most of our research
has been opportunistic, i.e. based
upon project requirements, we have
also engaged in explorations that
have not been driven by specific

clients, like the Palisade Bay project
we did as part of the 2007 Latrobe
Prize team. This study, led by the
structural engineer Guy Nordenson,
explored the impact of climate
change on the Upper Harbor of New
York and New Jersey. This was not
geared toward defining a specific
project but to documentation,
analysis and testing hypothetical
scenarios. We have also used our
research to explore particular
subjects such as the relationship
between CAD/CAM technology and
craft, which has been important for us
to gain a clear understanding of the
potential influence of fabrication on
design. We have subsequently applied
and tested this knowledge in actual
projects.
What do you think are the most
interesting and promising areas of
architectural research today?
AY: There is no question that
sustainability is a giant umbrella
under which a lot of research is
happening, but I believe we have
to think about sustainability in
an integrated fashion. With time,
one of the things I’m finding more
compelling is how to frame the
question: what is the simplest
possible way of doing something?
If you look at the economy of the
last few years as well as the limited
natural resources we have available,
perhaps the biggest question for
today and the future is how to gain
the maximum richness and impact
out of the least possible resources.
So in that sense, I think about
problems of sustainability in a much
broader scope than environmental
considerations associated with
building performance.
Much of today’s research in
architecture is aimed toward
specific material research, and how
computer technology can intersect
with fabrication. I recently went
to a symposium organized by the
Columbia Building Intelligence Project
(C-BIP) and was fascinated by the

possibilities. However, what was
unclear, in some cases, were the
benefits for quality of life. I don’t have
any problem with this line of research
about fabrication technology, but
our firm has a broader perspective.
Ideally, this enables us to deploy
technology in a more strategic
manner directed toward appropriate
applications and tangible results.
How do you relate to new
technologies in your research?
AY: We incorporate technologies on
a case-by-case basis. For instance,
in a project for the Judd Foundation
we worked with ARUP, who created a
computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
model to evaluate temperature and
humidity gradients and optimize
air supply locations within a very
constrained existing building.
Stephen Cassell, my business
partner, taught studios at Berkeley
in 2009 and at MIT in 2010 which
entailed using Grasshopper scripts
to create very precisely controlled
shading that is used to generate
the formal expression of a building
facade. These studios were research
that explored the relationship
between daylighting and form via
computational technology.
When it comes to technology, many
architects have historically brought
a heavy dose of zeitgeist: “we have
this technology, therefore we need
to make projects look like what that
technology can do, because that is
how we connect with the culture of
our time.” I think one needs to be very
skeptical of this since the zeitgeist
does not necessarily have a visual
corollary in the way that architects
claim. The more interesting thing to
me about the zeitgeist of our time
concerns how people—architects
and others—work. People are
collaborating much more; the nature
of our practice has in some respects
changed as a result.
Do you think of yourself as doing
purely architectural research (similar

to a scientist working in a lab) or
do you conceive of research as a
multidisciplinary practice? If so, what
is the specific role of the architect in
relation to the other disciplines?
AY: One of the interesting things
about the profession now is the
extent of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary collaborative work. At
the same time, I believe that there
is also still a need for a vision and
synthetic leadership that provides a
larger conceptual framework for the
design process. I have experienced
this directly in working collaboratively
with specialists—engineers and
other consultants. Much of the
time, specialization happens at the
expense of their understanding of
other things, other systems, or other
requirements. In some senses, today
the role of the architect is very much
what architects have always done,
but there is more of a need for it now
than before. Particularly at a time of
increasing specialization of expertise,
architecture can continue to do what
it has done historically, which is be
a synthetic process, a way of asking
probing questions and putting forth
premises to synthesize information.
The other thing that architects
do is help visualize the results of
this synthesis, whether through
analytical diagrams or drawings that
are immediately clear. We represent
information, and this helps people
to understand ideas. For instance,
in the Rising Currents project, we
took information about sea level
change and storm water overflow
and presented it in a way that the
public could comprehend. There is a
big need to communicate better, to
make people aware of possibilities
in a positive way and to frame the
problem of climate change not
in apocalyptic terms, but as an
opportunity to make something really
great—this is what a city could look
like. You could call this propaganda,
but I think that if it’s not architects,
who else is going to present this
information?
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Ruins and Monuments
Nicolas Stutzin
Adviser: Mark Wasiuta

The project is a study of the relationship
between architecture and ruination.
It speculates on the capacity of
photography to produce architectural
ruins in order to introduce a discussion on
matters of entropy, obsolescence, decay
and monumentality.

I

n the last few decades

its constant entropic evolution,

because ruins (as monuments)

architects have developed

resulting from economic

are able to establish direct links

a growing interest in what

development and changing modes

with the past, but also because

could be considered an ‘aesthetic

of production. In a way it is a

the ruins of our time (the ruins of

of decay’. Urban studies on

problem of what is considered to

the industrial) represent a radical

shrinking cities, the problems of

be sustainable and what not. The

change in the way economy and

the periphery or on the conditions

fact that the interest in ruins is

power are understood. Nostalgia,

of terrain vague have flourished,

also charged with a considerable

monumentality, ruination and

making ‘decay’ a fascinating

amount of nostalgia is what

utopia come together in what we

object for architectural

makes it an aesthetic problem.

can consider to be the ruins of the

speculation. Whether looking

Ruins entail not only ‘decay’ but

20th century: the remains of the

at obsolete infrastructural

the image of what was once

industrial city.

architecture or apocalyptic

considered to be viable or even

industrial landscapes, many of the

ideal. They are objects of the past

easily be considered part of the

problems of the post-industrial

that show us an alternative form

past (since the environmental

city seem to be concentrated in

of the present. They are scenarios

and economical problems of the

the ruins of its industrial past.

of utopia.

brownfield or the abandoned

This interest has to do with

Even when these issues may

Ruination is also inevitably

factory have been largely

the transformation of the city

bound up with the question of

absorbed by discourses of

itself and the acknowledgment of

monumentality. This is not only

ecology, sustainability and real
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estate development) the nostalgia

the nostalgia alive, and charming

how closely related industrial

for the aesthetic of decay remains

obsolete industrial artifacts even

artifacts and modern

the same. Projects that transform

become economically sustainable

architectural discourses have

industrial ruins often try to keep

in the form of parks or condos

been until now.

as much of the old structures as

and generate a new “utopian”

possible, even if the cost of fixing

condition.

them is as high as the cost of

This fascination for the

building something entirely new.

aesthetic of decay can only be

This idea of conservancy keeps

understood if we acknowledge

Industrial architecture (Newark, New Jersey, 2010)

“...nostalgic longing for a past is always also a longing
for another place. Nostalgia can be a utopia in reverse.
Temporality and spatiality are necessarily linked in
nostalgic desire. The architectural ruin is an example
of the indissoluble combination of spatial and temporal
desires that trigger nostalgia. In the body of the ruin
the past is both present in its residues and yet no longer
accessible, making the ruin an especially powerful
trigger for nostalgia.”
Andreas Huyssen, “Nostalgia of Ruins”
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Photography: Ruins and Monuments

S

ince the beginning

origins of modernity itself

was being left behind.

of the 20th century,

can be traced back to the

the relationship

problem of photography and

and monumentality is inseparable

between modern architecture

industrial objects. Photography

from problems of representation.

and industrial artifacts was

monumentalized the industrial

made possible by the use and

early on, and many artists

manipulation of photographic

and architects used this

images. The pseudo-scientific

relationship to generate a visual

status of the photographic

representation of progress and

document made it a perfect ally

futurity. But as the century

to architectural discourses of

advanced and industrial

objectivity and functionalism.

buildings began to collapse,

From Gropius’s and Le Corbusier’s

images were still being made

definition of machine aesthetics

of the same objects or their

to their fascination with

close typological relatives. The

photographs of grain elevators,

aesthetic of decay slowly started

to Mendelsohn’s photographic

to appear. What was until the

celebration of the functional

1970s a monumental sign of

forms and “abstract beauty”

development and growth became

of American factories, the

a monumental reference of what

The relationship between ruins

“Nothing is more monumental in the landscape of
the twentieth and twenty-first centuries than ruins.
Cities reduced to rubble, wrecked bunkers, roadways,
skyscrapers. Rivers poisoned by battle or industry. Huge
factory complexes abandoned, their cavernous spaces
accumulating dust. Waste bespeaks our craving for the
monumental.”
Daniel Herwitz, “The Monument in Ruins”
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Creating Ruination

C

entral to my research

light conditions, an almost flat

the syntaxis of ruination that was

project is the idea that

perspective, and the lack of

produced during the past century.

the creation of ruins

temporal references and living

Using some of these

and monuments can be achieved

creatures contribute to creating

techniques, the objective was

through the use of photographic

the effects of abandonment,

to produce fantastical images

images. In industrial photography,

stillness and monumentality.

of everyday objects that could

several techniques have been

Most of the objects were actually

generate critical reflections on

used in order to produce effects

active industrial sites, but they

monumentality in the future.

of monumentality and ruination

were ‘photographically’ detached

using objects that are not

from their context (physical and

necessarily one or the other.

temporal) in order to produce

For instance, in the work of the

objects that appear to be

Bechers, the repetition and the

something else.

seriality of the work, the way

In a similar way, the main goal

it is presented as a pseudo-

of this project was to develop a

scientific documentation, the

way of depicting conditions of

use of black and white film, flat

monumentality, by learning from

Industrial ruination (collages)
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“If the future is ‘out of date’ and ‘old fashioned’, then I had
been in the future.“
Robert Smithson, “A Tour of the Monuments of Passaic”

Manipulated long exposure photographs
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NYC: A Guide to Potential Ruination

F

ollowing in the surrealist

or at least setting the conditions

yet. They have been manipulated

tradition, this guide

for potential ones. This guide

to present familiar signs of

attempts to shows a

identifies different scenarios

ruination (absence of bodies,

potential future for New York

where this might happen and

weather damage, abandonment).

City in which contemporary

generates a map of different

Just like Robert Smithson's

conditions have already been

forms of potential ruination.

'entropic snapshots' of the

monumentalized as ruins from

The potential ruins have

Passaic monuments, the images

the past; it is an attempt to

been identified and classified

in this guide show the present

recognize possible monuments

using two sets of criteria: the

and a potential future collapsed

and to raise questions about the

first describes a hypothetical

in a single image. These 'ruins'

future. In it, contemporary iconic

reason for the ruination and the

synthesize the tension between

and everyday places are rendered

second speculates on the form

futurity and decay. They manifest

as obsolete and abandoned to

of ruination. The guide includes

at the same time the death and

trigger a discussion on modernity

30 examples of ruins that are

the monumentalization of a vision

and entropy. New York City is

shown in a series of photographs.

of modernity.

understood as being in a process

This archive of ruins includes

of endless entropy, in which

new iconic buildings, generic

buildings, technologies and

urban conditions and some older

institutions become outmoded

landmarks.

but outlive their own existence

The images show decay despite

in different ways. This entropy is

the fact that the sites may not

continuously producing new ruins

have shown real signs of ruination

“Every epoch not only dreams the next, but while
dreaming impels it towards wakefulness. It bears its
end within itself, and reveals it—as Hegel already
recognized—by a ruse. With the upheaval of the market
economy, we begin to recognize the monuments of the
bourgeoisie as ruins even before they have crumbled.”
Walter Benjamin, “Paris: Capital of the Nineteenth Century”
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Paradoxically, while the idea of futurity is central to the
understanding of modernity, modernity is constantly
producing the ruins of itself.
CAUSES OF RUINATION:
Technological obsolescence
Buildings that will become
ruins because of their close relation
to disappearing technologies.

Economical unsustainability
Buildings that will become
ruins because of their
connection to markets that are
constantly changing.

Institutional decay
Buildings that will become
ruins because of their
relation to institutions that are
disappearing or failing.

POTENTIAL RUINATION:
Abandonment/decay
Buildings that already show some
conditions of decay or abandonment.

Hidden ruination
Buildings that conceal their
decay with masking devices (new
cladding or signs).

Future ruins
Buildings that have no sign of decay
yet but have the potential
for becoming ruins.
NYC: A Guide to Potential Ruination (foldable guide)
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The New York Times Building

A NEW BUILDING THAT REPRESENTS THE POWER OF AN ALREADY DISAPPEARING WAY OF UNDERSTANDING
MEDIA, A POTENTIAL RUIN OF THE 20TH-CENTURY INFORMATION MARKET.

Javits Convention Center

A BUILDING THAT IS ALREADY SHOWING PHYSICAL DAMAGE AND ABANDONMENT, A POTENTIAL RUIN OF THE
LATE-20TH-CENTURY VERSION OF THE WORLD’S FAIR, THE CONVENTION CENTER.

Citigroup Building

A BUILDING THAT STANDS ALONE AS A PROMISE OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT THAT MIGHT NEVER HAPPEN, A
FUTURE MONUMENT TO THE FALL OF BIG CORPORATIONS AND THEIR DISAPPEARING DEMAND FOR LARGESCALE HEADQUARTERS.
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HOW LONG WILL IT BE NEEDED?

WILL PEOPLE GO THERE EVER AGAIN?

WILL IT EVER BE THE ANCHOR OF A NEW FINANCIAL CENTER?
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Times Square South

A SYMBOL OF THE HISTORY OF THE BILLBOARD AND MASS MEDIA EXPERIMENTATION, TIMES SQUARE WILL BECOME
THE ICON OF AN ALREADY DISAPPEARING MODE OF MASS COMMUNICATION WHILE HIDING THE DECAY OF THE EMPTY
BUILDINGS THAT SUPPORT OBSOLETE FORMS OF ADVERTISING.

Times Square North

Hearst Coprporation

Chase Bank (former Manufacturers Hanover Trust Branch Bank)
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HOW LONG CAN IT STAND AS AN ICON FOR ‘NEW MEDIA’?

Bobst Library, New York University

IAC Building , InterActiveCorp’s Headquarters

6th Ave. Public Space
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The High Line Park

A PARK BUILT ON TOP OF AN INFRASTRUCTURAL RUIN, IT MAKES THE RUIN ‘ECONOMICALLY SUSTAINABLE’ AT THE SAME
TIME IT RESUSCITATES A NOSTALGIC, NON-CONFRONTATIONAL VISION OF PUBLIC SPACE.

Grand Central Terminal

Strand Bookstore

Saint Vincent’s Hospital
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IS IT THE THE NATURAL REPLACEMENT OF THE SUBURBAN SHOPPING MALL?

James Farley Post Office

Beekman Tower

Barclays Capital Headquarters (former Lehman Brother’s Headquarters)
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What Is Architectural Research?

Janette Kim
Principal, All of the Above
Director, Urban Landscape Lab
Interviewed by
Joaquin Mosquera

Safari 7: a self-guided tour of urban animal life along New York City’s No. 7 subway line.

In some disciplines such as the sci-

But in many other cases, I believe

ences, research methodologies are

research asks for a more interpre-

well defined: for example, a classic sci-

tive approach. Thus risks need to be

entific procedure includes observation,

understood in relationship to their

measurement, experimentation, and

perceived magnitude among the

the formulation, testing, and modifica-

public and not just through a statistical

tion of a hypothesis. Do you think such

lens. Or similarly, in our Underdome

a process makes sense for architec-

project, Erik Carver and I studied the

ture or should we find a mode of opera-

ideologies behind energy strategies in

tion more suitable for our discipline?

relation to issues of collective interest

How would you describe your process

and debate: governance structures,

of research?

ever-increasing privatization, and
the influence of lifestyle concepts

JK: In many cases, I do think it’s im-

on consumption, for example. And

portant to have well-defined research

research in many ways is also specula-

methodologies. I just taught a seminar

tive: by developing new arrangements

at the Barnard + Columbia Colleges

of the city, architects can imagine and

Department of Architecture called

test scenarios that defy ‘proof’ in any

“Known Unknowns” that looked at the

scientific way.

way that architectural research can
identify and interpret risks related to

What is the relationship between your

climate change. Because climate risks

research and your activism or teach-

are understood through probability

ing? Does your research shape your

and the relative magnitude of risk of,

activities in other spheres? Does it

say, food depletion in relationship to

become “actionable” and if so, how?

migration or market fluctuations, it’s
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important to frame the big picture of

JK: It has been exciting in the past

potential hazards in a rigorous way.

couple of years to work on projects

Underdome: an architect’s guide to contending energy agendas.

that have reached such a broad and

structural practices, or the way that

Do you think of yourself as doing

diverse audience. I find it useful to

the Center for Land Use Interpreta-

purely architectural research (simi-

design the concept of research around

tion would give tours with suspect

lar to a scientist working in a lab) or

the means of its reception and use.

‘truthiness’ (as Stephen Colbert would

do you conceive of research as a

put it) of atomic testing grounds.

multidisciplinary practice? If so, what

tectural research has made an impact

Through surprise, disgust, and delight

is the specific role of the architect in

recently. The America 2050 map by

they open up room for interpretation

relation to the other disciplines?

the Regional Plan Association comes

and they dislodge your expectations

to mind in this regard—this one map

of how people use the city, or who the

JK: Well, I’m not even sure that scien-

has made such a significant impact on

city is for.

tists work in traditional labs anymore

It is interesting to see how archi-

the way planners and policy makers

either. Perhaps the term “purely

are rethinking funding structures and

How do you relate to new technolo-

architectural research” is an oxymo-

the territorial allegiances of networked

gies in your research?

ron—research is such an important

cities.

way for architects to understand
JK: Yes, I guess I do, but I don’t think

the contexts and sites in which we

What do you think are the most inter-

of this in terms of ‘old’ or ‘new.’ Many

work, which absolutely must involve

esting and promising areas of archi-

qualities of new media have allowed

strategies of analysis from econom-

tectural research today?

us to reach audiences in very direct

ics, ecology, biology, political science,

ways that don’t require expensive

and on and on. Bruno Latour wrote

JK: I’m excited by research projects

technologies. I’ve been very influ-

that economists are especially well

that are both rigorous in their ob-

enced by work that locates informa-

equipped to provide portraits of the

servation of contemporary trends

tion sharing and communication on

world that then allow politicians,

and playful in their way of derailing

site in real time, or that connects

scientists, and others to engage in

conventional expectations. Perhaps

information in open-ended ways for

meaningful debate. I think architects

research that claims ‘proof’ can tend

users to take part in.

fill that role beautifully as well.

to be dogmatic or limiting. But I’m
thinking of the way that Jason Lee
and Michael Chen tweak ‘illicit’ infra67

What Is Architectural Research?

Brendan Moran
Assistant Professor,
Syracuse University School of
Architecture
Interviewed by
Joaquin Mosquera

In some disciplines such as the sci-

important, on the whole observation

ences, research methodologies are

and measurement hold less centrality,

well defined: for example, a classic sci-

since architectural knowledge itself

entific procedure includes observation,

can constitute a critique of normative

measurement, experimentation, and

conceptions of such concerns as ocu-

the formulation, testing, and modifica-

larity and mass subjectivity. Another

tion of a hypothesis. Do you think such

way of saying this is that architectural

a process makes sense for architec-

research has to establish which par-

ture or should we find a mode of opera-

ticular social perspectives on obser-

tion more suitable for our discipline?

vational or quantification practices it

How would you describe your process

engages, be they mapping techniques,

of research?

post-occupancy evaluation, or the increasing importance of computer simu-

BM: At the outset, I would make a

lation (such as in computational fluid

distinction between architectural

dynamics), for in the world numerous

research in schools and in offices, and

different social and physical realities

would address my comments almost

compete and overlap. On the whole,

exclusively to the former context.

however, I think the analogy of science

Within academic research (i.e., dis-

holds only limited merit for directions

ciplinary as opposed to professional

in architectural research.

investigations), I would venture that

also a historian of education, the need

is by far the most important criteria

for comparative studies (of different

for research projects, in part because

institutions, or different educational

this is what it shares with design. The

tracks parallel to design) makes any

means of verification of propositions,

kind of project complex and entails a

however, generally does not function in

great deal of information gathering.

a circumspect manner, as it does in sci-

More than anything, this makes my

entific discourse or other “academic”

process of research slow. As for the

professional discourses (such as law

kinds of propositions I investigate, they

reviews or medical journals) in which

are solidly located within traditional

many different types of individuals turn

questions of how change occurs over

to the results of research for analo-

time, and what force (or collection of

gous reasons. As has been claimed

forces) can be understood as play-

often, since as far back as Vitruvius,

ing a primary cause in such changes.

architecture is a more decidedly po-

As the most interesting history and

rous or “weak” form of knowledge than

theory of architecture has shown over

both the physical (“hard”) and human (or

the last two or three decades, such

social, “soft”) sciences; because of this,

inquiry constitutes the basis for the

the field is constituted far less by so-

most compelling examination of new

called “basic” knowledge—unchanging,

architectural directions.

universal truths, which is why studio
contexts rather than instruction in
research dominate education.
Yet while experimentation and the
positing of hypotheses are vitally
68

As an architectural historian who is

the testing of architectural hypotheses

What is the relationship between your

constructs, such as belief that the

and organicism, from Talcott Parsons

research and your activism or teach-

market is an objective location for the

and Gregory Bateson, on through

ing? Does your research shape your

determination of value. The culture of

Maturana and Varela and others, to

activities in other spheres? Does it

“starchitects” and celebrity spokesper-

today’s discourse about posthuman-

become “actionable” and if so, how?

sons is nowadays promoting above all

ism. In part my interest is to compare

else the branding of ideas, rather than

developments internal to architectur-

BM: Although I have not been able to

sustained debate about architecture’s

al culture to these other discourses,

fully coordinate my research interests

efficacy, scope and value; because

but the potential to reinterpret the

with my teaching responsibilities, my

of this, advocacy often overvalues

contemporary question of the posthu-

historical investigations into educa-

the short term fix at the expense of

man through the spatial and techni-

tional practices shape how I teach both

more sustained investigations of what

cal perspectives that are unique to

studio and support classes within a

changes might be possible.

architectural thought is also quite

professional program. Teaching theory

compelling.

to architecture students necessitates

What do you think are the most inter-

asking what is living and what is dead

esting and promising areas of archi-

Do you think of yourself as doing

about the canon of theoretical texts

tectural research today?

purely architectural research (simi-

and concepts; to do so inevitably reani-

lar to a scientist working in a lab) or

mates the hidden potentials trapped

BM: For me, concern with the posthu-

do you conceive of research as a

in past encounters between different

man is sorely lacking within architec-

multidisciplinary practice? If so, what

forms of knowledge, as theory above

tural culture at large and academic

is the specific role of the architect in

all else is the mode for determining

discourse specifically. Given the ubiq-

relation to the other disciplines?

the parameters of uniquely architec-

uity of computing and the increasing

tural perspectives from within the

hybridization of machinic or manufac-

BM: I don’t think any activity is “purely

larger continuum of cultural discourse.

tured components and organic bodies

architectural research,” rather it is all

In studio, although I often consider

and systems, the question of how to

“applied,” or applicable to disciplines

what lessons might be gleaned from

think about humanistic pursuits when

beyond architecture. As a historian of

comparing past eras with the contem-

the end of “man” in its essentialized

education I think architecture culture

porary moment, I find the complexity of

and simplistic form (as a “natural”

is obligated to interrogate a much

concerns students today must address

being) is upon us could not be more

larger scope of inquiry than just what

is all but incommensurate with past

important—especially as regards the

can be done in architecture. Inves-

practices. Overall, though, I think much

production of knowledge, architec-

tigations into form making alone,

architectural research becomes far

tural or not.

especially those linked to new digital

more actionable as fodder for solving

Currently I am reading a lot of

capabilities, seem to me often to be

the dilemma of how to reproduce the

material that is beyond the field of

rather myopic; in my studio instruc-

supply of professionals, rather than in

architecture: not just writing about

tion, I like to think I am able to get

how to propose new architectures or

the posthuman by Katherine Hayles,

students to see that the important

affect the profession and the world.

Cary Wolfe, Langdon Winner, Bruno

questions for design entail asking not

This, too, is of course a slow process.

Latour and others, but also Niklas

what they can do for design but what

Luhmann’s theoretical sociology and

design might yet do for society, in

contemporary research conducted so

the systems theory of Humberto

particular how design might yet work

as to advocate or “prove” the validity

Maturana and Francisco Varela.

with other forms of knowledge and

of larger policy goals or innovations in

Although my earlier research was into

action toward specific aims.

practice, let alone to determine direc-

American architecture education’s

tions for design. This is not to say I am

historical relationship to the disci-

against the practice, for it is invaluable

pline of sociology prior to 1968, only

and necessary; rather, it is to recog-

recently have I begun to consider how

nize that in the court of public opin-

the post-1968 era, and in particular

ion today (primarily in America), the

the rise of a new vein of architectural

marshalling of arguments about what

theory that accompanied it, needs to

architecture does or might do increas-

be contextualized within the lineage

ingly plays into neo-liberal ideological

of investigations into systems theory

That said, I am very suspicious of
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Infrastructural Voids
in Congested Cities [New York]
Joaquin Mosquera
Adviser: Reinhold Martin

T

he rapid densification

congested city of the present

The study examined several

of cities around the

and future. Cities in developed

key sites in New York where the

world has had several

countries may appear to have

presence of infrastructure has

common effects: low-quality

achieved a balanced situation in

created not only a void in the

living conditions, typified by the

their urban development, but in

urban fabric, but also spaces for

formation of slums and shanty

most of today’s densest cities

opportunity and invention.

towns, inadequate development

the situation is no more than

of infrastructure and residential

unbearable. Social and political

areas, suburbanization,

regimes have not been able to

inadequate water resources,

deal with basic problems like

increased consumption of energy,

housing, infrastructures, and

degradation of landscapes and

informal building.

ecosystems, occupation of

This project began by studying

environmentally high-risk areas

both old and new forms of

such as lower flood plains and

congested cities and observing

loss of community and cultural

common patterns between

identity.

them, before focusing on a study

While New York typifies an older

of New York as a precedent.

model of congestion, a metropolis

Like in Mumbai, New York’s

like Mumbai (the densest city on

last big voids are often located

earch today, with 29,650 people

where infrastructures, mainly

/ km2) may represent the

transportation, are dominant.
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POPULATION
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NOW, 50% OF THE WORLD’S
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ALREADY CONSOLIDATED
CITIES IN DEVELOPED
COUNTRIES - PRESENT
SITUATION OF CONGESTION

1

DENSEST CITIES
WITH PRESENT
PROBLEMS OF
CONGESTION

Infrastructural voids are islands in
urban congestion that architecture and
traditional urbanism haven’t confronted.

To think critically about
infrastructural voids and to fully
understand their complexity,
architects must grapple with
the uncertainty of urban forms.
Infrastructural Void in Mumbai

We must look inside cities, and
understand that even a metropolis
that appears fully developed is
not completed.
Infrastructural voids demand
that designers move beyond the

Infrastructural Void in New York

traditional tools of urbanism and
architecture, and investigate
economic, political, and social
questions related to these
sites. We must ask questions
traditionally deemed to be outside
the purview of the designer.
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1

2

WHAT’S AN
INFRASTRUCTURAL
VOID?
Infrastructural voids are empty

WHERE ARE THEY?

Aside from this paradox, the key

The infrastructural voids I focus

spaces inside the city that have

characteristics of infrastructural

on are large-scale sites located

the peculiarity of possessing

voids are:

surprisingly close to the city

the scale and proximity to be

- their intermediate scale between

center. In NYC, the proximity of

relevant and yet are completely

architecture and urbanism.

the sites to Manhattan makes

underused. They are symbols of

- their position within a network

them ripe for redevelopment,

present congestion, precisely

that affects many fields outside

reuse, and reinvention.

because they are some of the only

architecture.

existing remaining free spaces in

To think about infrastructural

high-density cities.

voids as a category is to consider
a unique and perhaps the last
possibility for the transformation
of the whole city.
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TOTAL ESTIMATED: 617 ha

QUEENSBORO AREA

CENTRAL PARK: 341 ha

SURFACE - 100 ha
2 miles (3220 m)

GREENPOINT
SURFACE - 116 ha

2 miles (3220 m)

HUDSON RAIL YARDS
SURFACE - 72 ha
0.7 miles (1150 m)

NORTH DUMBO
SURFACE - 132 ha
1.3 miles (2,000 m)

0.5 miles (830 m)

ATLANTIC RAILYARDS
SURFACE - 6.75 ha

GOWANUS
SURFACE - 190 ha
1,5 miles (2,400 m)

Map showing estimated surface areas of closest infrastructural voids to Manhattan.
Together, they occupy almost twice the area of Central Park.

LOW

RESIDENTIAL
DENSITY
(people/km2)

0-4,000
4,000-8,000
8,000-12,000
12,000-20,000
20,000 and over

8,000-12,000 p/km2

4,000-8,000 p/km2
0,000-4,000 p/km2
12,000-20,000 p/km2
12,000-20,000 p/km2
12,000-20,000 p/km2
12,000-20,000 p/km2

In terms of residential population, infrastructural voids are low-density spaces in cities. Often surrounded by areas of high density and
property values, it is not surprising that there is a constant pressure to occupy and densify them.
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HUDSON RAIL YARDS

IF THE SITUATION KEEPS LIKE THIS...
ESTIMATED TOTAL SURFACE:
617 ha
AVERAGE POPULATION DENSITY
IN NEW YORK
26.401 p/sqmi (10.194 /km2)
AVERAGE POPULATION DENSITY
IN MANHATTAN
70.950 p/sqmi (27.400 /km2)
ESTIMATED PEOPLE LIVING IN
INFRASTRUCTURAL VOIDS IN
LESS THAN 50 YEARS:

3

WHAT DO WE DO
WITH THEM?
(THE STANDARD
ANSWER)
Authorities are selling the sites

150,000

to mega-developers who propose
projects that seem to satisfy
multiple demands, providing new
housing, commercial, retail, and

ATLANTIC YARDS

recreational space, while yielding
a profit. The proposals always
claim to create “new affordable
housing and green spaces.”
Everybody seems to benefit, from
the public to the private company.
Yet the basic question remains:
is this really the model of the city
that everybody wants?

Map showing two voids in New York City currently being discussed and planned.
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4

NEW WELFARE ISLAND

HIGH LINE

WASHINGTON BRIDGE HOUSING
CORBETT TRAFFIC PROPOSALS

WHAT DO WE DO
WITH THEM?
(SOME ALTERNATIVE
ANSWERS)
Many architects have worked
on questions related to
infrastructures and urban voids
with uneven results. The most
incisive projects are not built.

FERRISS DRAWINGS
WEST SIDE CONVERGENCE

PAUL RUDOLPH PROPOSAL

Map showing different proposals in New York that had
a strong relation with preexistent infrastructures.

5

WHO DECIDES?

PORT AUTHORITY
OF NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY
MANY OF THE REGION’S BRIDGES
AND ROADWAYS
CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT OF MASS
TRANSIT, MARINE AND AVIATION INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT OF OFFICE AND INDUSTIAL
REAL ESTATE

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION
STATEN ISLAND FERRY
MAJORITY OF BRIDGES

NEW YORK CITY
TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Most infrastructural voids are
public property, but New York has

BUSES AND SUBWAYS
METRO NORTH
LONG ISLAND RAIL ROAD

NEW JERSEY TRANSIT
BUSES
COMMUTER RAIL
LIGHT RAIL

TRIBOROUGH BRIDGE AND
TUNNEL AUTHORITY
OTHER BRIDGES AND TUNNELS

a complex system of agencies
that manages these public
spaces. The most important such
agency is the Port Authority. In
2000, its investment in facilities
and infrastructure totaled $35
billion and it employed 7,200
people.
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6

Maintaining dreams in the Culture of Congestion
Based on The City of the Captive
Globe Project, New York, 1972
Rem Koolhaas, Madelon Vriesendorp

WHO PAYS?
The market is constantly seeking

Maintaining dreams in the Culture of Congestion
Based on The City of the Captive
Globe Project, New York, 1972
Rem Koolhaas, Madelon Vriesendorp

VIEWS AND SPECULATION

“Any sites that offer views from Manhattan
skyline become hotly contested scenarios for
real estate speculation.”
Ricky Burdett, Deyan Sudjic, The Endless City

DENSITY AND SPECULATION
“Where there is nothing, everything is possible.
Where there is architecture, nothing (else) is
possible”

Based on The City of the Captive
Globe Project, New York, 1972
Rem Koolhaas, Madelon Vriesendorp

DENSITY AND SPECULATION

Globe
Project,
New
York,City
1972
Ricky Burdett,
Deyan
Sudjic, The
Endless

Rem Koolhaas, SMLXL

LATION

Manhattan
scenarios for

City

TYPICAL UNDERSTANDING

$!

“Where there is nothing, everything is possible.
Where there is architecture, nothing (else) is
possible”

them attractors of investment.

significant upfront investment,
so that only developers or
public agencies can take on
such projects. Given the current

$!

Solutions have usually supported an idea of hiding infrastructure from the view, ending in the “tabula rasa”.

DENSITY AND SPECULATION

$!

infrastructural voids makes

infrastructural void requires

“Any sites
that offerdreams
views from
Manhattan
“Where there is nothing, everything is possible.
Maintaining
in the
Culture of Congestion
skyline become hotly contested scenarios for
Where there is architecture, nothing (else) is
real estate
speculation.”
possible”
Based
on The City of the Captive

Rem Koolhaas, Madelon Vriesendorp

The scale and location of

Typically, developing an

Maintaining dreams in the
Culture
of Congestion
Rem
Koolhaas,
SMLXL

VIEWS AND SPECULATION

new sites for development.

constrained economic climate,
however, such one-time, large-

Rem Koolhaas, SMLXL

scale investments may not
be realistic. Smaller-scale

1

ATION

possible.
else) is

$!

Construction of covering deck

2

Construction of high-dense new housing

3

approaches that seek to integrate
new development with the

TABULA RASA

existing infrastructure and with
the local context may be more

EXCESSIVE COST

appropriate. The question is: what

ECONOMICAL REPERCUSSIONS ON THE USER

kind of interventions can benefit

AN ALTERNATE PROPOSAL

The proposal is creating an attractive infrastructure that raises the value in the area, increasing density in available surrounding spaces
in an integrated solution of infrastructure and housing.

$

Reinforcement of infrastructures

1

Economic consequences in the area

2

$
$

Densification of surrounding areas

3

INCREASING USERS’ INTEREST

INCREASING INTEREST OF SMALLER DEVELOPERS
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both users and developers while
producing the desired economic
improvement?

7

WHO CARES?
The developments we usually see
are decided by private interests
and permitted by public powers.
They assume typical distributions
of program and high-density

PRESENT SITUATION
OF ISOLATED VOIDS

LINKING
PREEXISTING
STRUCTURES

CONVERTING
PREXISTING SITES
INTO A NETWORK

models. Voices of resistance
often come from neighborhood
groups of residents. They

DEVELOPERS

sometimes produce alternative
architectural proposals, working
with architects and urban

EVERYDAY USERS

designers to create websites and
events to promote their goals.

infrastructural void

existing neighborhood

“Robert Moses was wrong. Jane
Jacobs was right. “
(Text from John Massengale´s
blog about Atlantic Yards project)

Unity Project as an alternative
proposal for the Atlantic Yards area.
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NOW

IV

CARS

MANHATTAN
PUBLIC
PRIVATE
PUBLIC

INFRASTRUCTURAL VOIDS AS
CATALYTIC POINTS

FUTURE

CARS

IV

PUBLIC
PRIVATE

MANHATTAN

ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION

FUTURE GLOBAL CONNECTIONS
FROM INFRASTRUCTURAL VOIDS
Transport water stations in Manhattan Water as the 6th Borough
Transport water stations in the Waterfront Water as the 6th Borough

8
PRIVATE

WHAT IF THEY
CONNECT?

Estimated area of influence
Water paths
Waterfront - Pedestrian + Cycling
Public road transportation systems
Private transportation systems

Currently, infrastructural

Subway from Infrastructural Voids

voids seem to be isolated in
the city. They are vast terrains
vagues occupied by underused
infrastructures. Studying
connections between the sites
and the larger city is fundamental
Map of a possible public transportation and
Waterfront 2020 linking Infrastructural Voids

WATER TRANSPORTATION

The development of water comunication
infrastructures not only will affect and improve
Infrastructural voids but also all the
Waterfront. Several stations could be placed all
along the coast line, increasing the interest
(and value) of these areas.

WATERFRONT 2020 AS A CONNECTION IN A CLOSE FUTURE

The most important infrastructural voids are
connected in a clear line that is coincident
with the coast line. Relation with river is clear,
being the boundary between neighborhoods
and water. Waterfront 2020 is an ambitious
plan that includes recovering and connecting
some of them. It will automatically increase
their value

for knowing their possibilities. Any
project should not create massive
new infrastructures, but instead
adapt to existing conditions.
Infrastructural voids might be
used, for example, to help reduce
the use of private cars and to
improve connectivity. Thanks
to their peripheral relation to

Possible future global network of communications.

Manhattan, infrastructural voids
can be catalytic points between
public and private transportation
and can potentially reduce traffic
inside Manhattan by an estimated
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20%.

WATER
SUBWAY
ROAD
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN

ELEVATED SUBWAY

STREET

ROAD-HIGHWAY-BRIDGE

CANAL

CANAL

CANAL

Study of underused spaces in infrastructural voids.

Study of local strategies in Gowanus Canal

NEW INFRASTRUCTURAL TYPOLOGIES
ELEMENT

At the local scale, new

MAIN GOALS

ASSOCIATED PROGRAMS

relations could be created in a
superposition of communication

Megaparking tower

-Daily parking of cars
-Direct connection with public
transportation systems

-Multistorey storage of cars with
mechanical systems
-Connection with highway
-Connections with canal

Multitransfer connector

-Multitransfer connector
-Shops
-Box offices

layers that serve not only the
infrastructural voids themselves
but also the larger city.

Punctual connector station

ELEVATED CANAL-WALKWAY
FOR BYCICLES AND PEDESTRIAN

Longitudinal bridge

-Multitransfer horizontal connector
-Megastructure open to any
public program

-Public services: cafeterias,
restaurants
-Open spaces for rest
-Playgrounds
-Exhibition spaces

CONNECTOR STATION
ON
N

MEGAPARKING

AVAILABLE SPACE POR
CONNECTED
ALTERNATIVE
PROGRAMS

LONGITUDINAL BRIDGE

Water-taxi station

Water connection with other
boroughs

-Box offices
-Administration
-Piers

Dynamic pedestrian water
paths

-Internal pedestrian
longitudinal connector (N-S)
-Internal connection between
both sides of the canal (E-W)
-External connector with
waterfront
-The canal as enjoyment and
connection

-Water paths

-Reactivation of spaces around
infrastructures
-Leisure
-Internal renting communications

-Storages
-Shops
-Box offices
-Administration
-Weekend general services
-Kayak/bycicles renting

Distributed reactivating
programs

Diagonal connectors

Direct connection between
parallel and separated programs

CONNECTION WITH HIGHWAY

By employing underused
spaces as areas of activity,
we can potentially create new
infrastructural connections,

-

from horizontal connectors to
vertical parking. These should
be adapted to the scale of the
neighborhood and to the city.
New infrastructural typologies
and a novel system of urban
connectivity might emerge.
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EXISTING
RESIDENTIAL AREAS

EMPTY URBAN
SPACES (PARKING,
PARKS, STREETS...)

RAIN WATER
WASTE WATER

IV

EXISTING
INDUSTIAL AREAS

WATER TREATMENT IN INFRASTRUCTURAL VOIDS
INTERNAL USE IN
INFRASTRUCTURAL
VOIDS

DISTRIBUTION TO
NEIGHBORHOOD USE

WATER AND BUILDINGS

NEW BUILDINGS
TAKING RESIDUES

CLEANING

BRINGING BACK

Study of longitudinal characteristics of infrastructural voids to carry used water to be treated.

INFRASTRUCTURAL VOIDS AS GLOBAL WATER COLLECTORS

9
1

SEPARATIVE
WASTEWATER AND
STORMWATER

Nodes of regeneration
Main water distributors

2

DISTRIBUTION TO
INFRASTRUCTURAL
VOIDS TO BE
ACCUMULATED
AND TREATED

3

REDISTRIBUTION
FOR GENERAL
GARDENING OR
BUILDINGS (USE IN
ALL TOILETS,
GREEN ROOFS,
COOLING OR
INTERNAL
GARDENING)

WHAT IF THEY HELP
REGENERATE
THE ENVIRONMENT?

Secondary water distributors-Neighborhood scale

COMMON SYSTEM OF WATER TREATMENT

CHEAPER TO BUILD
CHEAPER AND EASIER TO MAINTAIN

Two-thirds of New York City
has a combined sewer system
that collects wastewater and
stormwater runoff together in the
same pipe from properties and
streets. The consequences are
combined sewer overflows and
flooding.
To the question of how can we
use infrastructural voids, one
possible answer is that they can
Map of centralized water system in Infrastructural Voids

REDUCTION OF 40% OF WASTE
WATER

Locating water and green spaces in infrastructural voids could create an alternate
understanding of infrastructural systems.
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be employed to create a more
sustainable city.

AND TREATED

COMMON SYSTEM OF WATER TREATMENT

1

2

SEPARATE
WASTEWATER AND
STORMWATER

DISTRIBUTION TO
INFRASTRUCTURAL
VOIDS TO BE
ACCUMULATED
AND TREATED

ALL TOILETS,
GREEN ROOFS,
COOLING OR
INTERNAL
GARDENING)

CHEAPER TO BUILD
CHEAPER AND EASIER TO MAINTAIN

3

REDISTRIBUTION
FOR GENERAL
GARDENING OR
BUILDINGS (USE IN
ALL TOILETS,
GREEN ROOFS,
COOLING OR
INTERNAL
GARDENING)

Study of the possibility of using common water treatment systems.

Locating water treatment

NEW REGENERATION TYPOLOGIES
ELEMENT

MAIN GOALS-CHARACTERISTICS

ASSOCIATED ELEMENTS

Sewage Treatment Plant (STP)

-Treatment of the sewage from
residential and commercial
buildings
-Uses for disposal, gardening,
flushing and other non-potable
purposes.

-

-Cleans mild to highly polluted
waste water

-Close to existent industries

plants in infrastructural voids,
close to neighborhoods, is both
economically worthwhile and
feasible. New natural systems
are being used world-wide to

Effluent Treatment Plant

clean the water, from algae
to macrophytes or anaerobic

Dynamic horizontal distributor

-Collecting and distributing
collected water to STP

-

systems.
The green possibilities of
infrastructural voids could be

Deposits of rain water coming
from elevated highways

-Store water before being treated
in STP

-Vertical communications
-Local transformation centers
-Vertical energy connectors

Small water deposits

-Once treated, water will be stored to local use

reinforced, creating more than
400 ha of green spaces devoted
to environmental amelioration,
leading to an improvement of air
quality.

Rain water distributor

-Distribution of rain water over
highway to be treated and stored
in Infrastructural Voids

-

100 ha
Water biological treatment
plants

-Natural and biological treatment
of wastewater and rainwater

-Parks and recreational open areas

116 ha

190 ha
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NOW

IV

EXISTING CITY

FUTURE

NOW

HIGHWAY

HIGHWAY

FUTURE

HIGHWAY

HIGHWAY

IV

IV

CITY
CITY

INFRASTRUCTURAL VOIDS AS
CATALYTIC POINTS
INFRASTRUCTURAL VOIDS AS
CATALYTIC POINTS

IV

IV

CITY

CITY
CITY
CITY
CITY

NEW BUILDINGS

CITY

Study of Infrastructural Voids as intermediate elements between the scale of production and distribution of energy.

10

ENERGY GLOBAL CONNECTIONS
Energy transformation points
Main energy connectors

WHAT IF THEY SERVE
AS ENERGY NODES?

Secondary energy connectors-Neighborhood scale
Estimated area of influence

The New York Plan for Energy
2030 is based on two main
sources of energy: wind and
solar. The State has committed to
ensuring that 25% of its energy
comes from renewable sources
by 2013. Infrastructural voids
are perfectly located to act as
the central nodes in a possible
sustainable energy network
placed over New York’s 2,700
kms of highways.
Map giving “power” to Infrastructural Voids

ENERGY FOR 30-50% OF NEW
YORK

In the near future,
transportation infrastructures
may serve not only for
communication but also as a
major source of clean energy for
the city.
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PRESENT
INFRASTRUCTURES
PRODUCERS OF
CLEAN ENERGY

+
1

INFRASTRUCTURAL
VOIDS
TRANSFORMERS
+
DISTRIBUTORS OF ENERGY

The elevated surfaces of many

+
2

infrastructural voids is conducive
to energy generation functions
since:
-There is no interference with

Vision of an energy highway.

existing buildings.
-They can use the existent

NEW ENERGETIC URBAN TYPOLOGIES
ELEMENT

MAIN GOALS-CHARACTERISTICS

ASSOCIATED ELEMENTS

Vertical solar energy
megagenerator

-Production of solar energy in
vertical facade

-Megaparking

Micro wind turbines

-Generation of wind energy:
Inexpensive, reliable and simple
-Direct connection with public
transportation systems

INFRASTRUCTURES
-Proximity
with residential areas
-Interconnected with a medium
voltage, power collection system
PRODUCERSnetwork.
OF
and communications

-Generation of solar energy
-Each 12-by-12 foot would
produce about 7,600 watt-hours a
day from an average of four hours
of sunlight. Each one-mile stretch
of a four-lane highway could
provide enough electricity to
service about 500 homes.

-

-Receptor and connection among
networks
-Transformation to medium
voltage

-Public uses (see communication
typologies)

structures.
-They occupy publicly owned land.

PRESENT

Solar highways

Transformation center

PRESENT
INFRASTRUCTURES

Vertical connectors

Dynamic horizontal distributor

PRODUCERSbetween
OF
-Vertical distribution
Transformation
and
CLEANCenter
ENERGY
Infrastructural Void

CLEAN ENERGY

+
1

INFRASTRUCTURAL
VOIDS
TRANSFORMERS
+
DISTRIBUTORS OF ENERGY

+
2

INFRASTRUCTURAL
VOIDS
PRODUCERS OF
CLEAN ENERGY

Infrastructural voids can serve as
intermediate elements between
production and distribution of
energy to local neighborhoods.

+
1

INFRASTRUCTURAL
VOIDS

TRANSFORMERS
-Vertical communications
+ centers
-Local transformation
-Deposits
of rain water
DISTRIBUTORS
OF ENERGY

-Horizontal distribution of energy generated along the Infrastructural Void
-Communication with Transformation Center

+
2

INFRASTRUCTURAL
VOIDS
PRODUCERS OF
CLEAN ENERGY

3

Using 70% of their surface for
solar panels could generate clean
energy for more that 200,000
people.

Small energy generators

-Local scale energy generators

-Distributed reactivating
programs
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3

The paradox of infrastructural voids
is that are the unwanted byproducts
of traditional urban growth. Yet, as
forgotten spaces, these sites can play a
fundamental role in the regeneration of
cities towards a more sustainable future.
Their importance lies not only in their
status as independent sites, but in their
possibilities as a group at a greater scale.
They can’t be responsible for the entire
transformation of a city, but they can
support it. This document explores just a
part of what infrastructural voids could
potentially produce.
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What Is Architectural Research?

Jenny Sabin
Principal of Jenny Sabin
Studio LLC, Co-director of
The Sabin +Jones LabStudio,
and Member of the Institute
for Medicine and Engineering
(IME).
Interviewed by Marina
Cisneros

Branching Morphogenesis
Sabin+Jones LabStudio
Jenny E. Sabin, Andrew Lucia, Peter Lloyd Jones

In some disciplines such as the sci-

cate line between science and art. The

ences, research methodologies are

creative design process benefits from

well defined: for example, a classic sci-

expansive and open-ended trajecto-

entific procedure includes observation,

ries, when a particular outcome is not

measurement, experimentation, and

necessarily known or constrained by a

the formulation, testing, and modifica-

hypothesis. However, the constraints

tion of a hypothesis. Do you think such

afforded by a scientific procedure

a process makes sense for architec-

in the context of studying biological

ture or should we find a mode of opera-

systems can be incredibly productive

tion more suitable for our discipline?

for architectural research.

How would you describe your process

In my research I’ve been fortunate to

of research?

collaborate with people from the sciences who are open to process driven

88

JS: My first response has to do with

research and that’s been a very pro-

the difference between science and

ductive way of working. But that said,

art. In science, method is hypothesis

in the context of trans-disciplinary

driven. This is a different type of re-

collaboration it is also very important

search driven by specific goals.

to know the demands of the sciences

On one hand, we do work on projects

and to understand that we are working

that have applications that are hypoth-

towards several applications on both

esis and goal driven, but at the same

sides of the fence. It requires that we

time our work is frequently open-ended

work within that milieu and understand

and process driven. We have found it to

the constraints that are being handled

be very productive to engage in design

by our collaborators in the sciences. It

research that is situated on the deli-

is important for us to bring perspec-

Branching Morphogenesis
Sabin+Jones LabStudio
Jenny E. Sabin, Andrew Lucia, Peter Lloyd Jones

tive and ways of working from our own

of communication and understanding

applications came much quicker in

fields that are unique to our own disci-

our differences in language is extreme-

science due to our ability as architects

plines but at the same time to respect

ly important, but at the same time we

to visualize and simulate complex

the differences between the sciences

have to be very conscious of our partic-

behaviors through digital means. That

and the design arts.

ular roles and knowledge sets.

was a really powerful moment.

For me, the fact that I’ve been able to

I never feel that I am a pseudo-sci-

Your work has been operating in the

provide a systemic and relational way

entist trying to do pseudo-science;

intersections between architecture,

of thinking about design problems at

I have always maintained my role as

computation and science. What is the

a radically different scale than the sci-

an architect and my mode of seeing.

specific role of the architect in relation

ences, particularly biology and biomed-

It is very important to understand

to the other disciplines?

icine, has been extremely beneficial.

the differences between other fields

Vice versa, my primary collaborator Dr.

because that provides us with a rich

JS: Our project of collaboration was

Peter Lloyd Jones, a cell and molecular

mode of communication and allows

never meant to turn architects into

biologist, has been doing big work in

us to return to our own field with new

scientists or scientists into architects,

looking at how environment specifies

knowledge and new ways of approach-

but rather to establish a ground for

form, function, and context. As an

ing problems that are particular to our

communication. That had to do a lot

architect, this has provided to me a

discipline.

with respecting our different lan-

really potent ecological model to mine.

guages. We share many terms such as

It has never been about just borrow-

complexity, emergence, generative,

ing, it has been about a common space

algorithms… All these terms that are

that is rooted in communication and a

popular today in digital work and archi-

sharing of knowledge and tools. Actu-

tecture are terms used in the sciences

ally, the production of tools, beyond

but we have different ways of defining

language, was the first productive area

them. Establishing a productive mode

where we had applications. In fact the
89

Multi-Performance
Structural Morphologies
Marina Cisneros
Adviser: David Benjamin

The use of the algorithms in architecture
has proliferated in the last ten years, as
the interface the disciplines of computer
science and architecture has nearly
disappeared.

W

hen used as a

the performative aspects of

ology , one that rejects the purely

generative tool,

architecture, but remain as pure

formalistic approach, is driven

algorithms often

tools. They speed up and inform

from the initial stage by structural

give rise to a sophisticated

the design process through the

and performantive considerations

formal complexity, resulting in

management and production of

and moves away from approaches

the production of aesthetically

data, but they don’t intrinsically

like biomimicry. At the same time,

seductive outcomes. However,

alter it.

I also avoid the use of algorithms

there seems to be little

This project explores ways to

as “pure analytical tools,” thereby

contribution beyond the

reconcile the opportunities that

opening a path for experimenta-

formal one. On the other hand,

both approaches have to offer.

tion and alterations in the design

when algorithms are used as

I conducted two case studies in

process.

analytical tools, they improve

order to develop my own method-

1.0 Abstract

pure formal approach
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pure analytical approach

Algorithms can help us manage
complex information and interactions
within the process of negotiation.

[Sy4] CRAFT & TEXTILES
[Sy3] ARTIFICIAL

Folded
[4.2]

/ knit
[4.1] Weave

Celullar-automata
[3.1]
[2.2]
[1.4] Fractals

[2.1]

Hang-reverse

[Sy2] BIOLOGICAL

[2.3] Spirals

Min surfaces

[S3] SECTION-ACTIVE
[S2] VECTOR-ACTIVE

truss

[3.2]

L-system

[S4] SURFACE-ACTIVE

[S5] HEIGHT-ACTIVE

[5.4] Bridge

[Sy1] MATHEMATICAL / GEOMETRICAL

[1.4] Arc

[1.3] Voronoi
[1.2] Tiling

cal

[1.1] Mathemati-

[1.1]

[2.1] Flat

SyTEMS:

functions.

PERFORMANCE:

negotiation between performative

Solar

logics.
Morphology could result from the

[5.3] Core
[4.3] Shell

Folded
[4.2]
[3.2]

Beam

adopt their internal organizational

[S1] FORM-ACTIVE

mimicry. Instead, designers can

[1.2] Water

Systems are not a source for formal

[1.3] Pneumatic

comfort

integrated into the design process.

[1.2] Tent

cess developed by engineers, but is

[1.1] Cable

Structure is not a post-design pro-

[1.3] Ventilation

ing; it can be used as a design tool.

[P1] ENVIRONMENTAL

chanical devices attached to a build-

[1.4] Thermal

Performance is not a set of me-

STRUCTURE:

crucial to the research:

[2.2] Transmitted [2.3] Curved

[2.4] Spatial

[1.5] Wind

[3.1]

these traditional concerns to generate morphology. Several terms are

[4.1] Plate
[3.3] Grid

Frame

Circulation
[2.1]

to combine and negotiate between

[3.4] Slab

[P2] PROGRAM

tegral to the process of form finding.
I am interested in using computation

[5.2] Casing

[P3] STRUCTURE
[2.4] Visibility
[2.3] Acoustic

have traditionally been considered in-

[2.2] Use

Structure, performance and systems

[5.1] Bay

[P4] MATERIAL

PERFORMANCE [P],
STRUCTURE [S], SYSTEMS [Sy]
[1.0]
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[2.0]

METHODOLOGY ANALYSIS & DEVELOPMENT

ARANDA / LASCH

Transformation
into object1
Architects

Analysis of Construction Principle

Natural Occurring Order
[Quasycristals, molecules, weaves ....]

System

[Spiraling, Cracking,
Weaving, Packing...]

Transformation
into object2
[LAB WORK]

MORPHOLOGY

SYSTEM [Sy]

Program/ Scale/
Structure/ Site1

Program/ Scale/ Structure/ Site2

[EXTERNAL CONDITIONS]

STRUCTURE [S] + PERFORMANCE

BIOTHING
Plug-in development

System 1

Architect
+
Computation
Specialist

Plug-in development

Morphology

[L-System, Fractal,
voroni, Electro Magnetic
Field....]

Possible use of system
[Function / Structure
macro scale / micro scale
plan / section]

Plug-in development

System 2

Morphology

[Wave, Sine, Height
waving....]

System 3

Final morphology

Fabrication documents

[Construction Constraints]

[LAB WORK]

[EXTERNAL CONDITIONS]

MORPHOLOGY

SYSTEM [Sy] + SYSTEM [Sy] + SYSTEM [Sy]

STRUCTURE [S] + PERFORMANCE [P]

CECIL BALMOND (AGU at ARUP)
Architects, Programmers, Musicians, Scientist, Artist

[AGU- Advanced geometric design]

+
Architect

Study of Geometrical /
Mathematical / Structural
Systems

Development of Systems
through algorithms
[Spiraling, Cracking, Weaving,
Packing, Reciprocal networks...]

Morphology

[Koolhas, Toyo Ito, Shigeru
Ban, Liebeskind....]

+
Structural
Engineer

Original Design / Concept

[Cecil Balmond]

Analysis of conventional linear structural
solutions

Context Restrictions
[Program, Site, Function ...]

program / scale /

PERFORMANCE [P]

[EXTERNAL]

non-linear structural
system

Development of
system through
algorithm

[LAB WORK]

MORPHOLOGY

Optimization
Process

Final Morphology +
Non-Linear-Structural
Result

[LAB WORK]

[EXTERNAL]

STRUCTURE [S] + SYSTEM [Sy]

MOS

Computation
specialist
+
Architects

[M.Meredith, H.Sample,
A.Bigham, J.Bond,
M.Eshleman, W.Macfarlane,
M.McDaniel, M.Smith,
M.Staudt...]

Structural determined
engineering systems
[Hanging reverse,
Overhang, nets ....]

Structural

Analysis of mathematical principles

Structural natural orders

Plug-in
[MOScat,
MOSnet,
Fortress,
MOSstack]

Collaborator1
[Artist]

MORPHOLOGY
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Project 1

Program/ Scale/
Site2

Project 2

Morphology

[LAB WORK]

STRUCTURE [S] + SYSTEM [Sy]

Program/ Scale/
Site1

[EXTERNAL CONDITIONS]

PERFORMANCE [P]

M-PSM HYPOTHESIS 1
System 1

Architect

Combination of rules

Structure

System 2

Morphology

Performance

[LAB WORK]

Scale/ Site
program

Project 1

Scale/ Site
program

Project 2

[FIELD WORK]

Structural, performative and organizational rules are combined to generate morphology.

M-PSM HYPOTHESIS 1 EVALUATION
related to structure

System 1

Architect

Combination of rules

Structure

System 2

Morphology

Performance

[LAB WORK]

Scale/ Site
program

Project 1

Scale/ Site
program

Project 2

[FIELD WORK]

Scale, site and programm are related to performance. The introduced system is related to structure.

M-PSM HYPOTHESIS 2
Referential
Systems

Structure

Architect

Performance - environmental
Performance - program

System

Morphology

System

Morphology

Performance - site

Hypothesis two is lacking of constraints related to construction or legislation.
M-PSM HYPOTHESIS 3
Referential
Systems

Structure

Architect
+
computation
specialist

Performance - environmental

Combination of rules

Performance - program

material / construction / regulations

Performance - site

Hypothesis for future practice.

STRUCTURE [S] + PERFORM [P] + SYSTEM [Sy]

MORPHOLOGY

The way algorithms are used

of algorithms in their work, and

cal diagram that focuses on the

during the design process is

allocated where and how struc-

points of interest of the research

rarely explicitly presented. I

ture, performance and systems

and that is taken as a reference

analyzed the design processes of

enter that process. I have reduced in the development of my own

several practices that make use

their workflow to a simple analyti-

methodology.
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[3.0]

Case

1

CELLULAR AUTOMATA [Sy]
VECTOR-ACTIVE STRUCTURAL SYSTEM [S] +
SOLAR PERFORMANCE [P] +

[Sy]

3d Cellular automata system
used as starting point

[Sy]

+ CONNECTIVITY
Living cells are connected.

[Sy]

+ CONNECTIVITY
+ CONTINUITY
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F
R

F

[Sy] + [S]
Equilibrium of forces determines
the system’s growth.

Solar incidence

Shadow casted

[P]
System of growth determined by
solar impact / shadow cast.

Solar incidence

F
R

F

+
Shadow casted

AGGREGATION Is defined as that
which results from the sum of its parts,
and is reducible to its constituent parts.

[Sy] + [S] + [P]
Equilibrium of forces aggregated
to solar impact determines growth.
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[3.1]

solar factor -0.6

solar factor -0.3

F

solar factor -0.2

solar factor -0.4

solar factor -0.1

Solar incidence

F
R

solar factor -0.5

+
Shadow casted

solar factor 0.1

solar factor 0.2

solar factor 0.3

COMBINATION is defined as
that which is more than the sum of its
parts, and therefore is not reducible to its
constituent parts.

[Sy] + [S] + [P]
Equilibrium of forces combined
with solar impact determine
growth.

solar factor 0.4
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solar factor 0.5

solar factor 0.6

2 - 09

solar factor 0.2
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[4.0]

Case
F

2

FORM-ACTIVE [S] +
DAYLIGHT & VENTILATION & VISUAL [P] +
HANGING REVERSE [Sy]

R
F

[Sy] + [S]
Equilibrium of forces determines
morphology (only compression).

F

R

support conditions 5

F
F

R
F

[Sy] + [S]
Equilibrium of forces with
combined gravitational systems
(compression & tension).
boundary conditions 5

F

R
F

+

D

[Sy] + [S] + [P1]
Equilibrium of forces combined
with daylight and ventilation.

porosity level 3
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support conditions 1

support conditions 2

support conditions 3

support conditions 4

boundary conditions 1

boundary conditions 2

boundary conditions 3

boundary conditions 4

porosity level 1

porosity level 2

porosity level 3

porosity level 4
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[4.1]

F

R

D

+

F

[Sy] + [S] + [P1]
Equilibrium of forces combined
with distance to external sources
generates morphology.
F

porosity level 3

R
F
F

R
F

+

D

[Sy] + [S] + [P1]
Equilibrium of forces (opposite
gravitational systems) combined
with distance to external sources
generates morphology.

porosity level 3

[P2]
Visual obstruction determines
agents organization.

agents organization level 4
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porosity level 1

porosity level 2

porosity level 4

porosity level 5

porosity level 1

porosity level 2

porosity level 4

porosity level 5

agents organization level 1

agents organization level 2

agents organization level 3

agents organization level 4
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[4.2]

Structure gets pulled by visual factors.
interaction stage 1

interaction stage 2

interaction stage 1

interaction stage 2

interaction stage 3

interaction stage 4

interaction stage 5

interaction stage 6

interaction stage 7

interaction stage 8

F= structural
weight

Structure gets pulled by visual factors
adding weight.

F

Structural links occur where there is no
interaction with visual factors.

L= LINK
d max
d max
Structural links occur where there is no
interaction with visual factors.

[Sy] + [S] + [P1+2]
Morphology emerges as a
negotiation between the
interaction of two performative
systems (structural and visual).
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Original structural and visual
systems get deformed through
interaction and morphology
results from this negotiation.
Numbers represent the weight
needed in each node to achieve
that final morphology.
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[4.3]

ANALOG VERSUS DIGITAL

The same case study was de-

es from the aggregation of local

process itself more accessible.

veloped in parallel following an

rules.

It can be stopped, altered and

analog process. Apart from the

Indeterminacy. In the digital ver-

restarted: Time can be frozen and

obvious quantitative differences

sion, while rules and relations are

motion can be captured.

(accuracy, speed or proliferation)

under precise control, the formal

Requestioning inherited typolo-

I want to highlight qualitative dif-

outcomes that emerge are more

gies. Economic, cultural, struc-

ferences between the two differ-

undetermined.

tural or material factors once

ent methodologies:

Instability. Digital architecture

contributed to create form. Digital

From global to local. In the

is constantly updating, changing

design causes us to throw out in-

digital methodology, architecture

and adapting. Even seemingly

herited typologies and to go back

doesn’t operate at a holistic level

stable stages are a constant rep-

to these basic elements while

anymore but at a ruled-based lo-

etition of the same response to

combining them in new ways. This

cal level. The whole emerges from

the same conditions.

reduction from complexity to the

the aggregation of the parts.

Interaction. Architecture pro-

elementary allows us to reconsid-

Form is an exfoliation of logic.

duced with computation is

er some results that once would

In the digital version, form emerg-

infinitely editable, making the

have been ruled out.
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digital model

physical model
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What Is Architectural Research?

Jason Oliver Vollen, RA
Associate Director, CASE
Interviewed by Jesse Coors
Blankenship

Climate Camoflauge: High Performance Masonry System.
Kelly Winn, Ted Ngai, and Jason Vollen

In some disciplines such as the sci-

outlined by Donald Campbell and Karl

ences, research methodologies are

Popper—they described a quasi-exper-

well defined: for example, a classic sci-

imental method, which is really testing

entific procedure includes observation,

to failure. You could argue that the

measurement, experimentation, and

Wright Brothers’ discovery of powered

the formulation, testing, and modifica-

manned flight was based on the quasi-

tion of a hypothesis. Do you think such

experimental method; they were es-

a process makes sense for architec-

sentially the first ones to use the wind

ture or should we find a mode of opera-

tunnel for testing in this way, testing

tion more suitable for our discipline?

for failure. They resolved principles

How would you describe your process

based on their observations; it wasn’t

of research?

quite hypothesis testing because there
was no hypothesis in the beginning.

JOV: I would say that the sciences

That method of discovery—by looking

have a great deal to offer architec-

at phenomena—is a good method for

ture. I believe both in discipline—not

architecture.

“the discipline” but actually being
disciplined— and in method. In your

How do you see building performance

question you mentioned a sequential

working as a research mode in archi-

scientific method; however there are

tecture?

other methods that I think are very
well suited for architecture. One was
108

JOV: The question is, what makes

us relevant or necessary? Buildings

non-collaborative research?

must do something of value in terms of

It sounds like this initial step is a
machine-to-machine interface?

performance— and I don’t mean being

JOV: Absolutely, it doesn’t make sense

efficient so much as being effective.

any more to do non-collaborative

JOV: Yes, but it’s also taking advan-

The architect has a unique vantage

research because you need teams

tage of a range of biological input—

point that other disciplines don’t; we’re

to make buildings. To get a real next

what the climate is doing, the overall

specific generalists. We need a lot of

generation building system that actu-

weather field, etc. Then there is the de-

different skills and we work with many

ally does something, it needs to be

sire of the user. For instance, let’s say

different trades for even the most

interdisciplinary and it needs to be

that I have a dynamic window; I want

mundane of projects. There is really

collaborative. It’s often the case that

to look out of my window, but perhaps

no other discipline that has to do that;

architects can find themselves doing

it’s too hot out… would the building

nobody else can quite characterize

their best work by actually defining

let me look out of the window? These

the problem of the built environment

the problem, because we can define

are the kinds of questions that have to

in order to rally people around these

the problem of the built environment

be sorted out. The rubric of efficiency

problems as well as the architect.

better. We might not be able to solve it

might say that you can’t look out the

because we don’t have all of the indi-

window, or you might follow an energy

So, architects function as well

vidual pieces, but we can define it and

model that says not to put any win-

informed orchestrators of profession-

put the pieces together.

dows on the western side because that

als?

will let too much heat in. But that might
What do you think are the most inter-

not be good architecture. If you want

JOV: Yes, that gets us back to what we

esting and promising areas of archi-

to make good architecture you can’t be

really should be doing, which is direct-

tectural research today?

just about efficiency. You have to take

ing the elements of the building. One

into account the human condition.

question is whether Architecture with

JOV: Certainly research into new

a capital ‘A’ can come out of this mode.

systems, and specifically relationships

I think that it will. But it’s a question

of the building envelope to the near

that has to be asked. What is “perfor-

building envelope environment—just

JOV: Maybe machine-to-human-to-

mance” architecture? In the most mun-

outside and just inside. Of course,

machine might be a better way to

dane sense, what does it look like and

there are larger things like trying to

sequence it; in that case, judgment

what are its requirements? What does

develop whole building matrices based

comes into play. How do you program

it have to do in terms of performance?

on re-thinking how materials can con-

in judgment as part of the decision

So a larger feedback loop?

nect to other materials. So if you think

making process for a building operat-

What is the relationship between your

that materials can become systems

ing system? This is one of the things

research and your activism or teach-

then you might begin to remove, let’s

that high performing buildings will

ing? Does your research shape your

say, the mechanical parts of a building.

be asking. In low-tech buildings, the

activities in other spheres? Does it

These implementations of research are

human is the one making all of the

become “actionable” and if so, how?

fairly far out, but we could see them in

decisions by opening the windows or

maybe thirty years from now.

shutting the windows. With newer, high

JOV: I am currently working at Center

performance buildings, there needs to

for Architecture Science and Ecology,

Would these materials fall under the

which has the Center at SOM and

research category of synthetic biol-

the Built Ecologies program at RPI—

ogy?

be something else at work.
A program which searches for and
anticipates user needs?

they’re one and the same, though. The
research is informed by the pedagogy

JOV: Yes, those are based on biologic

because the pedagogy is the research.

models, but in the near term, we’re

JOV: In between the anticipatory and

The students here are working on proj-

focusing on just getting the systems

the reactive— navigating the differ-

ects that have very longs arcs—longer

to talk to one another. So that’s step

ence between the two is fertile ground

then their span as students.

one—the development of the build-

for research.

ing operating system. The ability of
Would you say that collaborative

buildings to make dynamic decisions

research should take priority over

is a very important and exciting thing.
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Methodology in Evolutionary Computation
Jesse Coors Blankenship
Adviser: David Benjamin

With simulated evolution,
design intelligence
automatically emerges
from an infinite number of
design possibilities.

C

omputation allows

in an experimental and open

his collaborator Ian Keough,

architects to subject

source manner. The project

a structural engineer at Burro

our designs to many

simultaneously utilizes

Happold, and investigated ways

performance criteria early on in

optimization while searching for

that I might contribute to it.

the design process.

intuitive novelty in design.

This alone is interesting,

The hypothesis of this research

Based on Keough’s initial
innovation, connecting Catia to

but when these tests are

is to set up automated design

Autodesk Robot for structural

automated and combined with

experiments with genetic

analysis, I decided to implement

search algorithms (such as

algorithms, my own open source

my own performance criteria as a

genetic algorithms), we can

custom scripts, and performance

contribution to this collaborative

use the power of computation

simulations in order to produce

research. This major deliverable

to iteratively evaluate new

solutions that are surprisingly

is OpenCrowd, a custom written

design permutations and their

counter intuitive.

crowd simulation software that

corresponding performances
through simulated evolution.
This methodology is known

In order to test this hypothesis,

automatically analyzes geometry

I have taken an existing

modeled in Catia for crowd

workflow—the Proof Studio

evacuation performance.

as evolutionary computation

workflow developed by my

and is explored in this research

adviser David Benjamin and
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Thousands of design iterations are generated and evaluated.
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Comparison of man-made to evolved circuit

Scientific
American
Article Article
Scientific
American
By: John
Koza,
Keane
By:R.John
R.Martin
Koza, A.
Martin
A. and
Keane and
Matthew
J.
Streeter
Matthew J. Streeter

THE EVOLVED
CIRCUIT:
THE EVOLVED
CIRCUIT:
l

Evolving
a low-pass
filter
electrical
n the
Scientific
American
Evolving
a low-pass
filter electrical
circuit. circuit.
The experiment
is madeisup
of a up
“kitof a “kit
The experiment
made
of parts”ofinductors,
capacitors,
transistors,
article
“Evolving
a
Low
Pass
parts” inductors, capacitors, transistors,
etc. thatetc.
thethat
GA the
evolves
a circuitafrom.
GA evolves
circuit from.

Performs
better then
the
l
Performs
better
then the
man-made
circuit...
man-made
circuit...

ll

We
not do
know
ll do We
notwhy...
know why...

lll

Itlllhas artifacts
of evolution
or
It has artifacts
of evolution
or
unnecessary
parts; for
instance,
unnecessary
parts;
for instance,
the purple
transistor
is not is not
the purple
transistor
necessary
for
the
circuit,
necessary for the circuit,
similarly
to human
tonsils.tonsils.
similarly
to human

lV

Therefore
the design
of a good
lV
Therefore
the design
of a good
experiment
can
evolve
a bettera better
experiment can evolve
solution
then bythen
designing
solution
by designing
the solution
alone. alone.
the solution

I

Filter” by John R. Koza,

Martin A. Keane and Matthew
J. Streeter, a low-pass filter
electrical circuit is designed by a
machine. The experiment is made
up of a “kit of parts” of inductors,
capacitors and transistors from
which a GA (Genetic Algorithm)
evolves a circuit.
What is shocking is that the
evolved circuit performs better
than the man-made circuit, and
we do not know why. However we
do know that it has artifacts of
evolution or unnecessary parts;
for instance, the purple transistor
is not necessary for the circuit,
similar to human tonsils.
This experiment proves that
evolutionary computation can
evolve a better solution then an

“The evolved circuit
performs better then
the man-made circuit
and we do not know
why.”

analog design process alone.
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DESIGN EFFORT / EFFECT

// CONTEXT DESIGN & PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

PREDESIGN

SD

DD

CD

BIDDING

CONSTR.

DESIGN / CONSTRUCTION TIMELINE
IF PERFORMANCE IS TO IMPROVE:
INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WORKFLOW
TRADITIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WORKFLOW

l

Testing and analysis needs to
happen during the pre-design and
SD phases.

A “post-parametric” methodology
that takes into account
performance analysis, analogous
to the approach of the evolved
low-pass circuit, can leverage
computation to explore the
design space of performance
driven architecture. My research
questions and explores the
methodological techniques to
accomplish this.
Living Light, David Benjamin and Soo-in Yang
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000000101101010010100001010011010010

GA (Genetic Algorithm) tries a

000001110001100000001101011101011011

new combination of inputs. The

000000111010100101011110101101101011

GA bases its input choices on

000001110011011100100011111010000010

previous design scores. Each

000001100001110001001101111010101000

input changes the outcome of the
design through a custom project
script. In this case, the script

000001011101011010101101111011011001
000000000101100110000000110011001110

INPUTS

For each new design iteration the

000001101110011001001100000011101001
000000000111111111111001111100110010
000001001100100111111111110101001000
000000100101011000110101000100100001
000001110000001011110100010111011010
000001011111010000111001001001010001
000000110110001011000111110101110101
000000110000000110100111101110111111
0010001010111010

Binary inputs
PROJECT SCRIPT

makes a plan.

OUTPUTS
Each plan’s program is evaluated
in terms of fitness proportions
and given a score which the GA
tries to maximize.
Plan generation and program

ANALYSIS

OUTPUTS
Structure is analyzed and the GA
tries to minimize instances of its
failure (indicated in red).
FEA - Finite Element Analysis

OUTPUTS
The amount of stress is measured
for each agent during an
evacuation, which the GA tries to
minimize (indicated in cyan).
Crowd simulation
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Design of the Experiment

// CONTEXT COMPARISON MATRIX
The Proof Studio Workflow - A single loop around is a single iteration

Comparison to a traditional workflow
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A Social Experiment
Time lapse of simulation running

C

rowd simulation has
become an ubiquitous
building performace

analysis which is regularly used
by engineers to determine many
factors in building designs.
Stadiums, airports, skyscrapers
and event planning are anlayzed
for human circulation or flow to
diagnose problematic areas of a
given plan.
VacateAir, a program designed
by Zhendan Xue, allows for the
simulation of human behaviors,
and has been proven through
three separate case studies
to accurately model human
evacuations. In these three
case studies, modeling human
behavior proved to be beneficial in
determining corridor dimensions.
For obvious reasons it’s
more difficult to test social
psychological behaviors in reality.

The simulation analysis lead to a design change

This makes computer modeling
and simulation of human nature
in crisis situations relevant and
valuable in evaluating designs.
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VacateAir models human
behaviors like aggression, being
wounded and helping wounded.

// OPEN CROWD COMPARISON MATRIX
Smart Move by Burro Happold

Comparison of my software to others

Why should an architect make his
own crowd simulation software?
Because none of the proprietary
software available is open source.
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O

penCrowd is an open

It is based on my analysis of

Reynold’s Steering Behaviors for

source crowd simulation

several other crowd simulation

Autonomous Characters. A* is

program which is the

programs and can simulate social

used to mesh the space of a floor

psychological behaviors that

plan, optimizing paths to exits. In

emerge in evacuation situations.

doing this, a universal flow-field

OpenCrowd’s basic simulation

substrate is generated which

engine is composed of two

each autonomous character

existing algorithms which exhibit

(agent) references / interprets to

strong AI (Artifical Intelligence)

find its way out of the space. The

capabilities. These are the A* (A

two algorithms are extensively

Star) Path Finding algorithm and

modified to achieve this.

major deliverable of my research.

OpenCrowd
UNIVERSAL FLOW-FIELD SUBSTRATE
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The General Components of OpenCrowd
FLOW-FIELD PATH FOLLOWING:
Anticipate future location by five time
frames, take an average sample of flowfield vectors within a three meter range
of vision and add the limited sum of those
vectors to the acceleration.
ALIGNMENT:
Loop through all other agents. If an agent
is within a 1 meter range of vision add
its respective velocity to a sum of such
agents, average the sum and add it to the
acceleration.
SEPARATION:
Loop through all other agents. If an agent
is within a 1 meter range of vision add
its respective position to a sum of such
agents, average the sum and subtract it
from the acceleration.
COHESION:
Loop through all other agents. If an agent
is within a 1 meter range of vision add
its respective position to a sum of such
agents, average the sum and add it to the
acceleration after passing it through the
steering function with negative damping.
CONTAINMENT:
Anticipate future location by five time
frames, and loop through all walls,
columns and furniture. If a wall is within
a range of vision equal to the wall depth,
mirror its intersection from the future
location and do the same for furnishings
with a 0.3 m range of vision and for
columns with the respective column’s
depth. Pass this mirrored vector through
the steering function with negative
damping.
CROWD STRESS:
If the agent’s speed is less than 0.05 m/
sec deposit a stress vector and increment
the agents personal stress.
FREE THE AGENT:
Loop though all exits. If an exit is within a
0.2 meter range of vision, free the agent
from the simulation.

OPEN CROWD’S STEERING BEHAVIORS

REYNOLD’S STEERING BEHAVIORS

A STAR PATH FINDING ALGORITHM
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CATIA

API

application programming interface (API)

OpenCrowd

TRANSFER

A parametric model in Catia, with standardised naming conventions

Through Catia’s API, OpenCrowd transfers over the correctly named geometry.
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www.opencrowdproject.com
INFORMATION

CONTRIBUTE

FORUM

DESIGNS

LINKS

Snapshot of website for hosting this software

OpenCrowd is available
to download at www.
opencrowdproject.com.
Additionally users can participate
in crowd sourcing new behaviors.
Groups of interested people can
democratically contribute to this
software.

Time lapse of crowd flow / evacuation
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As the experiment runs the impression of the design space becomes more complex showing a discontinuous range of design trends.

TREND

These trends are represented by the different peaks and troughs that emerge.
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RSM (Response Surface

which are weighted by each

Methodology) is a computational

agent’s respective DNA, allow

method used in computer

the designs to self-organize in a

science to display and interpret

three-dimensional graphing space

a complex design space. I use

or scape.

RSM for this purpose but also for

Their collective groupings

culling iterations. That is, faced

represent design trends with

with thousands of iterations,

unique champions. Champions

RSM is used to evaluate the

are the best average scoring

relative strengths of each design

designs, meaning they perform

variation. Each agent is a design

well on each objective and are

iteration which has encapsulated

expected to self-locate within an

within it a “DNA.” Attractive and

average height in the response

repulsive drives on the agent,

surface.
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C

oncluding my research

BEST CROWD TREND

by evaluating my initial
hypothesis—that I

can set up automated design
experiments with genetic
algorithms, my own open source
custom scripts, and performance
simulations in order to produce
solutions that are surprisingly
counter intuitive, I found through
my case study that counter
intuative designs did not emerge.
Novelty did emerge but not in the
way I expected. Rather novelty
emerged out of the suprisingly
intelligent way which good
designs solved the problem of the
plan.

The dominant design trend for minimizing crowd stress

Observations of Three Trends

Double loaded corridor

Induced form
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Semi-symmetrical rotation

OBSERVATIONS
Observing the best performing
trends that emerged from my
DIRECTIONAL CROSSOVER

experiments, we see that the
problem was solved with some
prominent architectural design
techniques. The tests yielded
a rotational plan, with auxiliary
egress at the top left of the plan,
duel loading of egress on either
side of a large, walled assembly
space, and a central location of

MUTATION

BEST CROWD SIMULATION TREND

egress for circulation.
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